(54) Title: OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CLOCK DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS HAVING REDUNDANCY

In a network, such as a large telecommunication switch, intended for the processing of information in different stations and for transmitting information between the stations, circuits (1) are provided which generate independently composite clock signals (CLSY-A, CLSY-B, CLSY-C) containing both a clocking rate (Clock) and a frame synchronizing rate (Sync). These clock signals are transmitted on three different transmission lines in parallel and independently to a station (II), where some kind of information processing (4) is made in redundant planes (A, B, C). In the station (II) all incoming clock signals are fed to each one of three independently operating selector units (3) in which a choice of a clock signal is made for obtaining a clock signal to be used in the three redundant planes (A, B, C), arranged in parallel to each other and operating independently of each other, in the station.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>GE</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>KE</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BY</td>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Democratic People's Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>DK</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM</td>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>EE</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>FR</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Montenegro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU</td>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JF</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>TJ</td>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>UG</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>UZ</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>VN</td>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>MG</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF CLOCK DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS HAVING REDUNDANCY

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to distribution of a clock signal having redundancy to a user of the signal and in particular methods and devices for maintenance of circuits for distribution and of circuits for selecting a suitable clock signal. It also relates to networks or installations having maintenance functions provided therein. Further, it relates to a method and a clock source for providing a clock signal having identification information contained or hidden therein. It relates also to a method and a device for processing a clock signal to detect information contained therein. It relates to a method and a clock source for providing a clock signal having intentional errors contained therein. It relates to a method and a device for processing a clock signal in order to determine errors, in particular frequency and phase errors, in a clock signal. Further, the invention also relates to supplying redundant clock signals to cascaded subsystems, i.e. subsystems connected to each other serially, the clock signal passing through one subsystem where it is processed and then issued as a new clock signal to a following subsystem, etc. It further relates to methods and devices for evaluating two clock signals as to the timing of timing pulses in the clock signals in relation to each other. The invention relates also to a method and a device for producing a pulse indicating a signal sequence detected inside a clock signal. Finally, it relates to a method and a device for detecting a signal sequence contained or hidden in a clock signal.

BACKGROUND AND STATE OF THE ART

In the field of telephone connections and in telecommunication equipment generally, as a rule there exists a need for distribution of two clocking signals, herein called clock and synchronizing pulse rates, the latter one called "synch rate" in short, to various sub-equipments and components therein. This distribution is particularly wide in physically large connected systems, such as in the type of switches having various multiplexing stages and similar units. The clock rate has generally a high frequency and among other things defines borders for bits in the data flowing through the equipment and the synch rate has a low frequency and defines frame borders and similar things in the data signal. The number of signals transferring clock and synch information in an equipment such as a telecommunication switch station can be rather large and in the following the general expression "the clock distribution network" is used therefor. Telecommunication equipment in a magazine or cabinet, etc., has a considerable multitude of transmission components for rate distribution in the shape of cables, pins in back planes and electrical terminals, lines in back planes, etc. The space required for all such signal connections is considerable and costs money. As a rule, the number of pins in a connector is a small resource limiting the size of for example a switch.

In equipments having large requirements of their reliability the clock distribution network must of course also fulfil large reliability requirements. The reliability of the clock distribution network can be enhanced, in the conventional way, by introducing redundancy. If the clock distribution and the clock source are designed to include redundancy, i.e. that
they may be duplicated or, as is supposed in the following herein, in the preferred case triplicated, a redundant and triplicated clocking structure can be maintained from clocking source to clocking receiver, however, in the receiver end one of the clocks must of course be selected for operational use by the respective equipment.

In previous systems not having redundancy, where clock rate and synch rate are to be distributed to all magazines and cabinets, as a rule two coaxial cable have been used to each receiver or user of the rates, one coaxial cable for the high frequent clock rate and one cable for the low frequency reference rate, that we call also the frame rate or the synch rate herein.

For distribution of clocking rates, where the high frequency clock is distributed separated from the low frequency synch rate, the precision must be great so that for example the pulses in the synch rate will not end up or be interpreted at the wrong one of the edges of the clock rate pulses. This poses among other things great requirements on the similarity of the lengths of the two cables used for clock and synch rate, respectively, in relation to each other and also in relation to other pairs of cables having other destinations in the system.

Distribution of a clock signal which has a very high frequency and by means of which circuits in telecommunication systems presently generally operate, in addition poses large requirements on the shielding of cables and connectors, etc. together with good grounding connections and similar things, so that interference protection and functionality can be provided and also maintained during a long time.

In for example large switches having circuits on circuit boards in magazines and cabinets there is thus a need for distributing a clock having a relatively high frequency and a rate having a lower frequency as a reference for frame structures, etc. Clock rate and synch rate can be distributed in the shape of a single, composite signal ("Composite Clock Signal"), herein called CLSY (CLOck and SYnch), as described in the International Patent Application PCT/SE94/00321, which is incorporated herein by reference.

This signal comprises a clock frequency or clock rate that has a frequency considerably lower than the real system frequency at which the circuits of the system operate, i.e. is advantageously an even fraction thereof such as 1/36 thereof, and it further comprises a synch frequency or synch rate that is modulated on top of this clock frequency and advantageously is an even fraction, such as 1/640, thereof.

A phase-locked loop circuit, PLL, is provided with logic circuits interpreting the synch information in the composite CLSY signal and it also generates a clock signal having a frequency that is considerably higher than the clock frequency of the CLSY signal, such as for example in a similar way as above, 36 times thereof. The PLL issues the synch pulse with a precision in relation to the system clock that would have been very difficult to produce using conventional clock distribution on two separate lines.

The advantages of distributing a frequency in the shape of CLSY, that has a considerably lower frequency compared to the system clock and in addition is provided with synch
information and of arranging for a PLL to generate the system clock rate together with synch rate are:

1. The signal can be distributed more easily from an EMC point of view, i.e. in regard of sensitivity to interference from the outside and in regard of its own interfering influence. The distribution medium must not have the same precision as in the case where system clock and synch rate would have been distributed separately. This implies that for instance a single opticable can be used.

2. Pins and space in connectors and back planes, etc. are saved by using the same physical signal paths for both clock rate and synch rate.

3. A very good precision can be achieved by the arrangement that the PLL generates both the system clock and the synch on the same chip and from the same signal.

Redundant clock distribution systems are disclosed in the documents discussed briefly hereinafter and also in other documents.

In the Japanese Patent Application JP-A 60-225982 clock pulse synchronization is described in a triplicated system. A harmful influence of errors is prevented by correction by means of majority decisions.

In U.S. Patent US-A 4,185,245 an arrangement is described for fault-tolerant clock signal distribution. First and second redundant clock signal sources are arranged. Clock receivers include sequential logic circuits for examining the two clock signals in order to ignore the clock signal pulse train that comes after the other one as to the phases thereof.

U.S. Patent US-A 4,489,412 discloses a network comprising supply of clock and synchronizing signals by means of clock distribution modules that perform majority voting for output signals from three oscillators.

U.S. Patent US-A 4,692,932 is related to triplicated clock distribution, each clock signal including a synchronizing signal. In the receivers R logic circuits for majority voting are included comprising three AND-gates and one NOR-gate in each receiver. These majority circuits pass only the input clock signal that has a phase position located between those of the other two clock signals. No tests are made of the quality of the received clock signals in the receivers in order to make the selection.

In U.S. Patent US-A 4,698,826 triplicated clock distribution is described. Each clock outputs a signal including a clock signal and a synchronizing signal.


The European Patent Application EP-A2 0 365 819 treats the problem of synchronizing the individual clocks in a multiprocessor system. A number of clock sources have each one its PLL circuit, see column 10, lines 31 - 58. The clocks transmit reference signals to each other which are subjected to a selection operation in each clock.

The European Patent Application EP-A2 0 366 326 treats the problem of ensuring, in a computer system in which a number of clock signals are derived from a main oscillator signal, that the clock signals appear at the right times where they are needed. It requires the introduction of a small time delay between the clock signals in order to compensate for
differently long transmission paths. The solution described aims at reducing the risk of errors in the time delays of the different clock signals. A PLL circuit is used for maintaining a phase relationship between each clock signal and a reference clock signal.

In U.S. Patent Document US-A 4,239,982 a fault-tolerant clock system is disclosed that is intended to produce system clock signals by means of several clock sources. Each clock source receives as input signals the clock signals generated from all other clock sources and contains receiver circuits for deriving a system clock signal from these clock sources. Each clock source generates and distributes to the other clock sources a clock signal that is locked in phase to the system clock derived from its clock receiver. The system allows the use of high clock frequencies comprising a minimum phase jitter between derived system clock signals.

In the European Patent Application EP-A-2 0 303 916 four rate signals that are synchronous as to frequency and phase are generated, for providing timing for e.g. a computer system. The generation of the rate signals is made by means of four PLLs, the output signals of which are fed to four selector circuits, in which a type of majority voting is performed. The signal selected by a selector circuit is fed back to a definite one of the rate generators for controlling it. Delay circuits are introduced for adapting the phase position of the selected signals. Such delays cannot easily be introduced in the case where the clock signal contains both a clock and a synchronizing rate, the latter one having a low frequency.

In U.S. Patent US-A 4,105,900 a triplicated control system is disclosed in which three redundant sensor signals are used, one of these signals providing precise information and the remaining two ones less precise information. A selection of signal according to a pre-programmed priority order is based on the operative state of the three sensors.

SUMMARY

It is an object of the invention to provide methods and networks or installations using a clock signal distribution system fulfilling the requirements that can be posed on the clock functions in a switch having a redundant structure, in particular in systems that demand a system clock signal having a high or very high frequency and a synchronizing clock signal having a low frequency.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a redundant clock signal distribution system that allows a simple cascaded communication of clock signals between each subsystem, so that short conductor paths are obtained.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a clock signal distribution system that has a high MTBSF (Mean Time Between System Failure).

It is a further object of the invention to provide a clock signal distribution system in which errors can be detected in an efficient way both in clock signals and in various circuits used for distributing, processing and selecting clock signals.

It is a further object of the invention to provide various methods and devices that in an advantageous way allow an efficient supervision of lines and circuits in a clock signal distribution system.
The problem that is solved by the invention is thus to provide methods and networks/installations and various devices and methods needed therein for an efficient distribution of clock signals to subsystems or subordinate stations, the distribution allowing the signals, lines and circuits used to be tested for errors all the time.

Redundancy of an electronic system, such as a switch for telecommunication, and of the clock functions thereof, is in the conventional way achieved by triplicating all hardware, i.e. circuits, connection lines, etc. This method of increasing MTBSF thus comprises that several identical units, planes are provided that each one alone can perform the required operation or execute the required processes in parallel. By comparing the output signals from the three planes, a plane having an error can be identified. By excluding that plane that differs from the other ones and having those planes that are similar "decide", a faulty plane can be excluded. This method is called majority voting. In order that a triplicated system based on majority voting is to work it is required that the majority voting works in a meaningful way, i.e. the number of operative planes must be larger than the number of faulty planes. If all the three planes in a triplicated system are correct, the system can be said to work and have a full redundancy. If one of the planes is faulty, the switch can be said to still work but without any redundancy.

What makes the "mean time up to system failure" (MTBSF) for a triplicated system higher, is that it is understood that in the case where one of the planes breaks down, it must be replaced within some rather short time, for example within one week, so that no further error will have time to appear during the critical time when the system has no redundancy. If another one of the planes would break down before the plane first being faulty has been attended to, the system will stop to work completely.

It can be observed that the mean time between errors in a triplicated system is at least three times shorter (= worse) than in a single, non-triplicated, system since it contains at least three times of the amount of hardware compared to the corresponding non-triplicated system. However, still the mean time between system failure, i.e. the time that is to pass before the function of the triplicated system stops, is increased since two faults in two different planes are required simultaneously in order that the function of the triplicated system will cease.

If a plane in a triplicated system stops to work, it is not noticed in the functionality on a system level, since the triplicated system continues to work but without any redundancy. In order that the triplicated system is to obtain an improved MTBSF it is important that all faults are discovered. If a fault arises and if this fault is not detected, it is called a hidden fault. A triplicated system containing hidden faults can work but with a reduced redundancy.

A system that can contain hidden faults will have a worse MTBSF.

In order to obtain a high MTBSF it is thus important to arrange for a good fault detection in the system, i.e. that the number of possible hidden faults should be as low as possible. In order to achieve this it is in turn necessary to introduce extra tests in the system, here called maintenance tests. All hardware can break down, also hardware being included in the majority voting. All alarm signals can be non-operative, so that they signal "no alarm",
though in reality an alarm situation exists. All signals that are static (= constant or has a
current logical or electrical level) or stationary can be non-operative without this state being
noticed.

A reliable indication of the fact whether a plane is faulty or correct is thus something
more than the mere presence of a static signal in the hardware. A method used for testing the
clock function is that continuously a predetermined number of artificial faults are introduced
and that a check is made all the time that the corresponding number of faults has been
detected.

To summarize, it can be said that in the redundant system that has a MTBSF that is as
high as possible, possible hidden faults are highly reduced and in the system, as described
hereinafter, in order to detect possible faults to as large an extent as possible a method is
used based on maintenance tests, where thus artificial errors are introduced in the system in
order to check whether the system is capable of detecting them. If all artificial faults are
detected the system is correct but otherwise, if they are not detected, at least one error exists
in the system.

Generally thus, a clock signal is distributed in an electronic system such as some type of
network or electronic installation, for example for processing information, for performing
processes in different stations or for communicating information between stations, the clock
signal being used for control of various devices, processes, etc. in the system. The clock
signal for different subsystems in an electronic system is provided in such a way that the
clock signal is delivered or communicated on at least three different, independent lines or
channels to such a subsystem. The subsystem performs, as is previously known, a selection
of one clock signal among the signals received on the different lines or channels. The
original clock signal or the clock signal arriving to a subsystem is always generated
independently by this subsystem and thus independently of circuits and processes therein and
of the output signals or results therefrom. In the subsystem then, the selection of a clock
signal is performed independently and in parallel by or in at least two different, in the
normal case three, selection processes working independently of each other, such as in or by
at least two different selector units working independently of each other, for producing at
least two selected clock signals and in the preferred case three selected outgoing or useful
clock signals. The selected clock signals can of course be identical at each time instant,
 supplied on the same line or channel. These selected clock signals are used in redundant
planes in the subsystem and for a cascaded distribution to another subsystem, the
construction and operation of which as to the production of such selected clock signals are
identical to the subsystem first mentioned. The selected, at least two clock signals, are then
allowed to pass to the devices or processes in the subsystem or to another subsystem,
essentially unaltered or unaffected by the selection process. This is accomplished by
providing the received clock signals to switches in the subsystem where these switches are
controlled by the at least two selection processes. When required or desired a change to a
new one or another of the received clock signals can be made and this new or another clock
is instead passed to the devices or processes or subsystem.
The selection processes work intelligently. They thus evaluate all the received clock signals in regard of their quality or characteristics and determine therefrom the clock signal to be selected by providing a signal to a switch.

The arriving clock signal can advantageously consist of at least three different signals that are delivered or communicated to a subsystem from at least three different clock sources, that each one generates a substantially identical clock signal or a clock signal that has substantially the same timing information. The clock sources can in principle work independently of each other and they can also, in the case where they are the original clock sources in a system, receive common information for establishing the phase position of synchronizing rate information having a low frequency, this information then being included in the clock signal provided by a clock source.

Advantageously the number of different independent processes or selector units for selection of clock signals in a subsystem is equal to the number of independent lines or channels, on which the clock signal arrives to the subsystem, this number preferably being equal to three.

In such a process or in a selector unit, in the selection of a clock signal, all signals can be evaluated that are received from the at least three different lines or channels which arrive to a subsystem, as to faults or errors in the frequencies of the signals and/or in the phase position of a clock signal in relation to the phase position of the other received clock signals. This evaluation is then made independently by or in the different processes or in the different selector units.

For evaluating received signals, faults or errors in each such signal received on the different lines or channels can be determined, the number of errors be counted and further, the number of counted errors in each such clock signal can be evaluated for establishing whether such a clock signal is faulty and/or whether some process or circuit used in generating, transmitting, receiving and also evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty. Some error frequency can actually be normal, as will appear hereinafter.

In the case where different clock sources are used or else in transmission devices provided at the independent transmission lines or channels, advantageously intentional errors are introduced in the clock signals and these errors are introduced in such a way that the different processes or selector units for selection of a signal in the subsystem will all the time change to a new selected signal. This presupposes that there exists at least two signals among which the selection is made, i.e. that at least two signals in each moment are judged to be or are determined to have a good quality and then e.g. be as free from errors as required or as possible. An average phase position of the selected and switched signal will then be obtained, that for example will give a reduced phase jump, in the case where one of the signals is determined to be faulty and will not be comprised any longer in the repeated change of a selected signal.

The errors in the clock signals are preferably introduced in such a way that the different selection processes or selector units cyclically and/or in a way regular in time change to a new selected signal. In the latter case it is intended that if for example three signals A, B, C
are available a change from A to B is made after a first predetermined time period, a change from B to C after a second predetermined time period and a change from C to A after a third predetermined time period.

Errors that have been determined in a received signal, can also be evaluated by the method that for example type of detected error and possibly the time of the appearance thereof are stored in some memory means arranged therefor, so that a sequence of such errors will be used in an evaluation algorithm. Such an algorithm could also be executed in a state machine and then no direct memory means are required for storing a sequence of detected errors.

In the case where intentionally introduced errors exist in the clock signals and then changes of selected signal are constantly made in one of the independent processes or selector units, also the number of time when a new clock signal is selected or a switch unit switches to let another clock signal pass can be determined and/or evaluated, or a sequence of such new selections or changes and possibly the times thereof can be evaluated in a similar way as has been described above for evaluating errors detected in the signals.

For among other purposes a simple counting of such changes, in the generation of each clock signal information can be introduced therein indicating the identity of the clock signal and thereby also the identity of the clock source generating the clock signal. Then in a sub-system, in a process for selection of a signal or in a selector unit, the selected signal can be monitored in regard of such identity information, and when such information is detected, the arriving clock signal or the clock source, to which the information belongs or points, is determined. The number of times is counted that information pointing to each individual arriving clock signal is found and such counted numbers are evaluated. Alternatively such information for a sequence of new selections or changes, as related to a received clock signal or to a clock source can be evaluated in a way similar to that described above with reference to evaluation of errors. Also the times when the information has been determined can like above be used in such an evaluation.

In the introduction of intentional errors or of identity information it is naturally assumed that each received clock signal is generated as a sequence of pulses from which timing information can be derived. Such a pulse sequence will then substantially agree with a pulse sequence chosen as a main template, for example of the composite clock signal type described in the International Patent Application PCT/SE94/00321 cited above. Such a pulse sequence contains a regular sequence of pulses interrupted by especially designed but identical short sections forming the synchronizing rate pulse. The main template pulse train can naturally have a different design, such as consisting of a repeated sequence of one or more pulse bursts having a constant level therebetween and/or therebefore and/or thereafter. Generally each pulse comprises in the conventional way a first transition from a first level to a second level and a second transition from the second level to the first level, so that the template pulse train will comprise a sequence or train of such transitions.

For introducing identity information in such a clock signal the clock signal is generated so that it agrees with the main template pulse train but within at least one predetermined
section, within which the clock signal instead agrees with an identity template pulse train, which corresponds to a deformed section of the main template pulse train.

In the case where all of the main template pulse train is periodic, what naturally is the normal case, it thus comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period. The clock signal is then generated advantageously so that the predetermined section that has a lacking agreement with the main template pulse train has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

In the introduction of identity information the clock signal can also be generated so that it coincides with the main template pulse train except that at least one pulse having a predetermined position in the main template pulse train is omitted, in particular having a predetermined position and then a fixed time position in a periodically repeated template pulse subtrain.

For introducing identity information the clock signal can further be generated so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that at least one transition having a predetermined position in the main template pulse train is changed, in particular that a transition having a predetermined position is omitted and that a transition of a kind opposite to the omitted transition and having a predetermined position is changed to the kind to which the omitted transition belongs.

For intentionally introducing a frequency error a clock signal can be generated so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted. In order to intentionally introduce or imitate a phase fault in the corresponding way a clock signal can be generated so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted. The second predetermined number should then be greater than the first predetermined number, so that an intentionally introduced phase error is also a frequency error and thus when detecting an error and determining that it is a phase error, this error will be determined to also be a frequency error. However, a correct determination of the kind of encountered error can still be made, owing to that a detected frequency error will not necessarily be determined to be a phase error.

In detecting errors in clock signals as considered in relation to each other and in particular in determining whether timing pulses have timing errors in relation to each other, naturally in a known way a simple AND-gate can be used for an indication of the time position. However, it will provide a rough estimation and instead, in order to obtain a determination the accuracy of which easily can be set, a method can be used utilizing a fixed pulse signal having pulses of a frequency that is considerably higher than the frequency of the timing pulses in the clock signals. By means of the high frequency signal from each timing pulse an evaluation pulse is formed that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is determined by the start of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the evaluation pulse will have a length forming a predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a fraction of such a period. Then, an AND-operation is made on the evaluation pulses thus produced, i.e. an intersection pulse is produced being constituted by
the intersection of the evaluation pulses. An alarm signal signifying a timing error between the clock signals is then provided when the intersection is empty, i.e. in the case where the intersection pulse is not there.

Such a detection can also be made to include hysteresis. By means of the fixed pulse signal having a high frequency in the same way, from each timing pulse a first evaluation pulse is formed that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is determined of the start of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the first evaluation pulse will have a length constituting a first predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a fraction of such a period. In the corresponding way a second evaluation pulse is formed that has a length constituting a second predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a fraction of such a period. The second predetermined number is not equal to the first predetermined number but is preferably greater than it. First and second intersection pulses are produced from the intersection of the first and the second evaluation pulses, respectively. The time intervals between the appearance of, i.e. for example the start of, the first intersection pulses are monitored and a first signal is provided in the case where this time interval is larger than a threshold value. The time intervals between the appearances of the second intersection pulses are similarly monitored and a second signal is provided in the case where this time interval is larger than the same threshold value. An alarm signal signifying a timing error between the clock signals will then not be produced until the second signal appears and the production of this alarm signal will not end until a transition of the first signal that is such that this signal continues from an existent state to a non-existent state. This will give a hysteresis of a magnitude corresponding to the difference of the second and first predetermined numbers of pulses.

In the composite clock signal there is, as has been mentioned above, a base band clock having a base frequency comprising in principle, substantially regularly repeated similar pulses and signal sequences, that among other things indicate a synch pulse and that correspond to deformed short sections of the base band clock. In the detection of a synch pulse or a synch pattern a pulse is obtained as an output signal that has not a completely definite time position in relation to such an encountered pattern, owing to tolerances of the electronic components used. Then a pulse in the base band clock can be extracted and isolated at a definite distance in time from the synch pattern, what is made in the following manner. A signal sequence such as a synch pattern is thus detected by some suitable detector that is arranged to generate a first pulse. This pulse will naturally appear after the detection of a signal sequence and it will have a suitably, accurately chosen position in time that is generally easy to accomplish using conventional components. The time position must be such that a definite transition in the first pulse, for example its first edge is always situated within a time interval that is shorter than a space between pulses in the base band clock signal of the clock pulse signal. From the first pulse, in a delay and pulse shaping circuit a second pulse is produced starting after the other pulse having a predetermined delay and having a length that is shorter than one period time of the base band clock of the clock pulse signal, so that the second pulse will appear in time at the same time as the whole time length of a complete
clock pulse of the base frequency in the clock pulse signal. Finally, in an AND-gate the intersection of the second pulse and the clock pulse signal is formed, whereby, on an output terminal of the gate, the whole clock pulse will be provided as one isolated pulse.

In the detection of a signal sequence a detector can be used that includes a source of an auxiliary clock pulse signal having generally a considerably higher frequency than the clock pulse signal. The source can work independently of the clock pulse signal and provide pulses having a frequency, say 4 to 10 times of the base band frequency thereof. The clock pulse signal is sampled by means of the auxiliary clock pulse signal and the pattern of the sampled signal is evaluated by a comparison to one or several predetermined patterns, and at agreement the first pulse is produced.

For the sampling a shift register can be used and the high frequency pulse signal is then provided to the clock input terminal of the shift register. To the shift input terminal thereof the clock pulse signal is delivered. The shift positions of the shift register are connected to a suitable combinatorial network so that the first pulse is obtained on the output terminal of the network. The magnitude of the shift register must be chosen based on the length of the signal sequence and the ratio of the frequency of the pulse signal generated by the source and the base band frequency of the clock pulse signal. The frequency of the auxiliary clock signal should not be too high, since a too high frequency will imply that a large shift register must be used and that the combinatorial network will be large and complicated. A too low frequency of the auxiliary clock signal can provide a too bad signal pattern recognition.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will now be described as a non-limiting exemplary embodiment with reference to the accompanying drawings in which

- Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a clock distribution system,
- Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the structure of a frame in a clock signal,
- Fig. 3 are wave form diagrams as functions of time that illustrate various subsequences of the clock signal frame,
- Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a clock selector unit,
- Fig. 5a is a block diagram of a frequency error detector,
- Fig. 5b is a wave form diagram of a section of a composite clock signal containing a synch sequence,
- Figs. 5c - 5e are wave form diagrams of output signals from various circuits illustrating how an isolation of a synch pulse is made,
- Fig. 6a is a block diagram of a phase error detector,
- Fig. 6b is a block diagram of a differentiation circuit used in the phase error detector,
- Figs. 6c - 6e are wave form diagrams illustrating the signal processing in the differentiation circuit,
- Fig. 6f is a block diagram of a coincidence detector used in the phase error detector,
- Figs. 6g - i are wave form diagrams illustrating the signal processing in the coincidence detector,
- Fig. 6j is a block diagram of a time interval monitoring unit used in the phase error detector,
- Fig. 6k is a state diagram of a hysteresis circuit used in the phase error detector,
- Fig. 6l is a time diagram illustrating the states of the hysteresis circuit,
- Fig. 6m is a block diagram illustrating how phase errors are monitored,
- Figs. 6n and 6o are waveform diagrams illustrating the function of a hold circuit,
- Fig. 7a is a block diagram of a clock selector control,
- Fig. 7b is a truth table of a combinatorial circuit used in the clock selector control,
- Fig. 7c is a state diagram of a state machine used in the clock selector control,
- Fig. 8 is a schematic block diagram of a unit for selecting a clock signal and for producing a system clock and a synch rate.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The following detailed description is based on a clocking signal called CLSY (CLock and SYnch signal), see the discussion above and the International Patent Application PCT/SE94/00321 mentioned above.

The CLSY signal is a composite clock signal that is composed of a clock signal "clock" which hereinafter is assumed to be chosen to 5.12 MHz and is a pulse signal, typically a square wave signal, having a frequency that is here called the base frequency or the base band frequency, and a synchronizing signal "synch" having a frequency that hereinafter is assumed to be chosen to 8 kHz. The clock frequency that is supposed to be used in the system of the different "useful components" thereof is 184.32 MHz and is also called the frequency of the system bit clock or the frequency of the system clock, but in order to be able to distribute more easily clock rates in the system the clock rate is distributed in this way having a lower frequency, the base band frequency in order to be, on the receiver side, i.e. in each unit that needs a system rate, multiplied by a factor of 36 in a PLL, a phase-locked loop circuit, in order to obtain the desired system clock of 184.32 MHz. The PLL also decodes the synchronizing signal that is included in the CLSY signal. The PLL has also the quality of being insensitive to the cases where single pulses in the input signal are omitted or where there are single spikes in the input signal.

Inside the CLSY signals codes for maintenance testing are also provided. These codes or patterns supply information in regard of the plane in which a considered CLSY signal is generated and further, they emulate certain errors for maintenance testing the hardware.

There are several advantages of the CLSY signal, as has been indicated above: phase differences between clock rate and synch rate are reduced, the number of physical signal conductors is reduced and "phase jumps" will have magnitudes of at most 1/4 of the period of the synch and clock rate respectively, i.e. of the periods corresponding to the frequencies of 8 kHz and 5.12 MHz respectively.

The logical architecture of the generation, distribution and termination of the clock and synch signal will first be described at a general level. In Fig. 1 it is shown in principle, how three generators 1 create the composite clock signals, the CLSY signals, i.e. three equivalent composite signals here called CLSY-A, CLSY-B, CLSY-C, that contain both a clock rate
and a synch rate. These composite clock signals are distributed from each generator 1 to each one of three clock selectors 3 that terminate the triplicated distribution. In each such clock selector 3 an independent choice is made, independent of the other two clock selectors, of the "best" clock signal by evaluating the different received clock signals and comparisons thereof. Thereafter the selected CLSY signal passes from each clock selector 3 to a following phase-locked loop circuit 5, PLL, in order to be separated there in its components, the clock rate and the synch rate, respectively, and for generating a system bit clock. The system bit clock and the synch rate are used in each plane by various electronic circuits that are schematically illustrated by the triplicated data circuit 4 in Fig. 1.

Each one of the oscillators 1 is constructed so that it creates a composite clock signal, a CLSY signal, containing pulses or pulse patterns for definition of clock rate and synch rate and further also sequences of pulses or changed or modified pulses that imitate errors, for maintenance testing following clock selectors 3, and also, hidden in the pattern of pulses for clock rate and synch rate, by the method that some pulses have been changed, an identity code comprising information on the plane in which the considered CLSY signal has been generated, i.e. whether it has been generated by the oscillator in plane A, B or C. "Artificial errors" in the CLSY signal are created by the method that a CLSY generator 1 introduces the errors in the composite clock signal already from the beginning, so that the errors constitute a natural part of the CLSY signal. By this method it will not be possible to remove or add artificial errors on command.

The task for a clock selector 3 is to autonomously select a working composite clock signal among the three arriving clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B, CLSY-C. Criteria of the fact that a CLSY signal is to be considered as correct is that its frequency is correct and that its phase position in relation to the two other CLSY signals is to be located within certain limits. The clock selector 3 thus makes an autonomous judgement of the frequency and the phase position in relation to each other of the arriving clock signals and selects according to an algorithm one of the input signals, which is communicated to the output terminal of the clock selector 3 through a multiplexer in the clock selector 3. The clock selector is thus maintenance tested by means of artificial errors which are always included in the CLSY signals. Further, the artificial errors are entered so that the clock selector 3 will run through all accepted clock signals and in particular so that it periodically and in a pattern that is regular in time changes cyclically between them. In this way it is constantly verified that it is possible for a clock selector 3 to actually select anyone of all accepted composite clock signals. By using this method no signals are to be provided that are outside the functional clock distribution, but the signals needed for the maintenance testing are always incorporated as a part of the functional clock signal.

The function of a PLL 5 is, as has been mentioned above, to separate the arriving CLSY signal in its components, signals for clock and synch rate respectively, to multiply the extracted clock frequency to the system bit frequency of 184.32 MHz, to filter out ID-codes and emulated, i.e. intentionally introduced, error patterns, to convert abrupt phase jumps to slow phase drifts and to filter jitter that can exist in the input signal to the PLL 5.
In order to obtain a high MTBSF (Mean Time Between System Failure) for the circuits and connections in the system, it is important that as many as possible of the possible errors that can arise in the hardware can be safely detected. It is also important that a possibility exists of localizing an error as well as it is important that no errors are propagated through the system and thereby give the system worse characteristics.

In order to obtain this, it is naturally important that the maintenance functions are as reliable as possible. Further, if a hardware error would appear in the very maintenance functions, this should also be possible to detect wherever the error has arisen. Similarly, the design of the system should not be such that an error actually has arisen in some part that influences the main task of the system and that the maintenance functions are not capable of detecting this error owing to some error in the maintenance functions or some other error or owing to an imperfect construction.

To use a single static hardware signal, that informs on alarm state, thus "OK" or "not OK", must be considered as unreliable, as has been mentioned above. A hardware error can have arisen in the hardware communicating the signal, so that the information of the signal is erroneous. It can indicate "error" even if it is "OK", or indicate "OK" in spite of being "error".

In the design of maintenance systems for clock functions the principle is used that at least two different signals in the hardware are to be supervised by software and the criterion of the fact that the system is to be judged correct should be that there must exist a certain relation between these hardware signals and further, that the hardware signals should not be static, but that they instead should be constituted by either counters or flags, which change according to a predetermined pattern, for example such as that a certain flag is set at some occasion and then is reset at another occasion. The software should then require that the expected dynamics, i.e. the serial order in which the flag is set and reset respectively, exists all the time and that otherwise an alarm signal is generated in the software.

The function of a clock selector 3 is according to the discussion above mainly both to select away, at each time instance, a badly working clock and to select among the remaining correct clock signals a working clock signal CLSY-A, CLSY-B or CLSY-C. In order to check whether a clock selector 3 is working, that clock signal which at a considered time instant is selected by the considered clock selector 3, is deteriorated by the permanently and intentionally introduced errors, and supervising functions check that the clock selector 3 then is capable of selecting another composite clock signal.

The clock signals, the CLSY signals, are therefore, as has been indicated above, made to contain, already from the start, pulse sequences which imitate defective clock signals. The CLSY signals are generated in the construction blocks that are called CLSY generators 1 in Fig. 1. The artificial errors which are found in a CLSY signal are further entered so that they correspond to criteria that define the clock qualities which the clock selector is to accept or not accept, respectively.

From a clock selector 3 the selected CLSY signal is provided and in order to be able to decide if it is that CLSY signal that the system should select or think that it has selected, the
CLSY signals have, according to the discussion above, also been provided with identity codes, ID-codes, during the generation of the signal. The CLSY signal that is generated in the A plane, is thus called CLSY-A and is provided with an identity code A, indicating that the CLSY signal has its origin in the A plane. In the corresponding way the CLSY signal from the B plane is provided with an ID-B code and the CLSY signal from the C plane with a code for C. By monitoring the CLSY signal provided from a clock selector 3 superior functions in the system can determine the identity of the CLSY signal that has been selected.

A CLSY signal is divided into frames which each one has a length of 125 microseconds, i.e. the frames are repeated with the frequency 8 kHz which is the same as the synch rate, and they comprise 640 cycles or periods of the clock rate signal of 5.12 MHz. Further each pulse or period of the clock rate signal can be considered as two halfperiods, where a transition, positive or negative, can occur, and using this way of looking then 1280 data bits exist in each CLSY frame. These bits are numbered from 1 up to 1280 as is shown in Fig. 2. A CLSY frame is divided into 8 subframes and each subframe is divided into three subsections, the first and second subsections of which each one has a length of 54 bits and the third subsection of which has a length of 52 bits.

In the beginning of each CLSY frame a pattern is provided for frame recognition and this pattern is called a synchronization pattern or synchronization sequence that indicates a synch pulse. It is this pattern that a PLL 5 recognizes and each time that this pattern is recognized by a PLL 5, the PLL 5 generates a corresponding synchronization pulse. This synchronization pattern increments, for each time that it appears on the output of the multiplexer of the clock selector, a counter for synchronization patterns as will be described hereinafter.

In each CLSY frame two ID-codes are arranged, naturally denoting the same plane. In the CLSY signal generated in the A plane two ID-codes for A are provided. The corresponding condition applies to CLSY signals generated in the B and C planes.

In Fig. 3 subsequences of the CLSY frame that are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 are shown as wave form diagrams. The numbers within squares in these figures correspond to each other. In the CLSY signals particular bit sequences or pulse sections of the pulses in the base band frequency are arranged that indicate synchronization pulses S for each frame, frequency reject sequences F, phase reject frequencies P and identity codes ID-A, ID-B, ID-C. Each frame thus starts with a synchronization sequence S. Within each subsection of a frame there is an intentionally introduced error sequence F or P for simulating frequency errors and phase errors respectively in a single one of the three clock signals. The distance from a frequency reject sequence F to the following border between two subsections in the frame is always constant. The distance from a phase reject sequence to the most nearly located, following border between subsections is also constant but has a value which is different from the distance that applies to the frequency reject sequences and which in particular is less than it. The ID-codes ID-A, ID-B, ID-C always follow directly after a border between two subsections, i.e. they arrive first or early in a subsection, before the error sequence therein. The error sequences F or P always follow in the later part of a sub-
section, so that in a subsection there is room for both an identity code and an intentionally entered error sequence.

The frequency reject sequences F consist of the device that two pulses in the base frequency have been omitted and that during them a smooth low voltage level exists and in the same way the phase reject sequences P consist of the device that three pulses in the base band frequency have been omitted, i.e. they are one pulse longer. The phase reject sequences P occur in each clock rate frame only once in each clock signal, i.e. in only one subsection. In other subsections there is a frequency reject sequence F in only one of the composite clock signals. Identity code sequences ID-A, ID-B, ID-C occur twice in each frame and each individual clock signal. They consist of the device that two pulses are omitted having a different number of remaining pulses therebetween, in particular one, two or three remaining pulses for the identity code sequences ID-A, ID-B and ID-C respectively.

Using the preferred arrangement, which will be described in greater detail hereinafter, a clock signal selector 3 that works correctly will select CLSY-A as an output signal during the first subsection in each subframe, it will select CLSY-B during the second subsection in each subframe and CLSY-C during the third subsection in each subframe. A new selection of clock signal will then thus be performed at each vertical, thin or thick, line in Fig. 2. There will always be time to perform this, before the next intentionally entered error sequence is detected and also before encountering an ID-code.

A clock selector 3 comprises, as has been mentioned above, a multiplexer and it has three input terminals and one output terminal and one address input terminal controlling the multiplexer, see the detailed description hereinafter. The control address is generated autonomously in control logic circuits in the clock selector that sense quality, phase position and frequency of the three arriving CLSY signals and from these measurements and certain other criteria, as given by an internal state machine, determine the clock that is to be selected and is to be provided from the selector. On the output side of the multiplexer a device is provided recording ID-codes. Alternatively the ID-code of the selected composite clock signal can be obtained directly from the control logic circuits. For each ID-code A that is detected on the output terminal of the multiplexer, a counter for ID-A pulses is incremented. The corresponding counters are provided for ID-B and ID-C. In addition to counters for ID-codes also, as has been mentioned above, a counter is provided for the number of detected synch patterns, where each synch pattern defines a clocking pulse for the synchronization rate.

Also on the input side of the multiplexer an arrangement is provided comprising ID-code counters that will be described hereinafter. On the input of the multiplexer where the clock signal CLSY-A from the generator A is expected to arrive, a device is provided sensing ID-A pulses and for each pulse a counter is stepped. At the input terminals of the other clock signals CLSY-B and CLSY-C of the clock selector or multiplexer corresponding counters for ID-B pulses and ID-C pulses are provided.

The principle of verifying that the clock selector works is that the software reads the number of counted ID-codes and checks that the counted numbers of ID-pulses A, B and C...
on the input side of the multiplexer agree with the number of counted ID-pulses and synch pulses on the output side of the multiplexer. In order that the counted pulses are to correspond to one and the same period, all counters are reset simultaneously at a certain time and before the count values are read, the incrementing thereof is simultaneously stopped.

Software is arranged taking care of the maintenance functions. This software reads at certain intervals the counter values. After all counters have been read, they are reset and before they are read, their counter values are frozen simultaneously according to the discussion above so that they are not updated any further. Thereby all counter values will correspond to one and the same time period.

In order to explain the number of counted pulses or, more exactly, the relation which is to exist between different counter values that have been recorded by the counters in a clock selector 3, for a correct function, it will first be described in greater detail the way in which the CLSY signals are constructed. It should be observed that the PLL 5 that is provided after a clock selector 3 is insensitive to both ID-codes and artificial error sequences, emulated errors, by the fact that it can only change relatively slowly. It can also be observed, that the triplicated distribution of clock signals in to a clock selector after the clock selector is no longer triplicated. Neither is the PLL 5 triplicated in the respective plane, but in contrast there is a PLL 5 in each plane, so in this way also the PLL is triplicated. If any of the PLLs breaks down, it is observed by the fact that the whole plane goes faulty. It is not necessary to supply maintenance checks of a PLL 5, since an error in a PLL 5 is visible. In the system erroneous PLLs 5 cannot exist without being observed. An error in a clock selector 3 would in contrast exist if special maintenance functions for the detection thereof were not provided. For example it could be so that the clock selectors in the A plane and the B plane owing to some fault cannot select any other clock than for example A. The system will then work well as long as the clock A exists and is correct, although the redundancy does not work in the intended way. Then it is enough that an error arises in the CLSY generator 1 in the A plane in order that the whole system will stop to work. It is thus important to provide reliable maintenance functions in the clock selector 3 in order to ensure that no errors exist there.

The CLSY signals and the functions in the clock selector 3 are adapted to each other in order that cycling between clock signals and maintenance testing will be provided. In particular the clock selectors 3 are designed for excluding signals having phase errors and/or frequency errors. Knowing how the detectors for the phase and/or frequency errors are made, particular patterns can be entered in the CLSY signal which make that the detectors in the clock selector for phase and frequency errors, respectively, are used all the time.

The phase monitoring is made in the following way: The phase position between each pair of CLSY signals, i.e. between A and B, between B and C and between C and A, is checked by the method that the edges are not allowed to be separated in phase (= "skewed") by more than a certain number of nanoseconds, "the phase acceptance window", which for example can be set to about 44 to 49 nanoseconds, what will be discussed in greater detail hereinafter. The positive edges in each CLSY signal are converted to a pulse having a definite duration that is equal to the width of the phase acceptance window. These pulses are
called differentiation pulses. The differentiation pulses from the two planes that are to be
compared in regard of phase, are connected to an AND-gate. If the two CLSY signals are
separated in phase by more than the width of the differentiation pulses, there will be no
logical one as output signal from the AND-gate. However, if the signals are in phase or are
not separated by more than the width of the phase acceptance window, a logically true signal
will be generated as output signal from the AND-gate, since both of the differentiation pulses
are logically true during a time period. The signal generated in that way as output signal
from the AND-gate is called a coincidence pulse. Knowing that in a normally working
system the CLSY signals are not separated as to their phases by more than the width of the
phase acceptance window, i.e. that all differentiation pulses will result in a corresponding
coincidence pulse, and the differentiation pulses, that are generated from the positive edges
in the respective CLSY signal, have a periodicity of at most about 600 nanoseconds, the
result will be that the time period between coincidence pulses will agree with the time period
between simultaneous positive transitions or transitions, i.e. at the longest about 600
nanoseconds. The time period between the coincidence pulses is monitored and constitutes a
measure whether the two CLSY signals are in phase with each other: In the case where the
time period is below 650 nanoseconds, the signals are said to be in phase with each other. In
the case where the time period is above 650 nanoseconds, at least two differentiation pulses
have not arrived sufficiently simultaneously (not with a sufficient overlap), are thus separated
by more than the width of the phase acceptance window and are thus not in phase with each
other.

In order to verify whether the phase supervision works, a suitable number of positive
transitions in the CLSY signal can be removed. Then will, in the case where the phase
monitoring logical circuits work, a corresponding phase alarm be generated and a change of
clock is made in the clock selector 3.

If a phase error exists, a real or "genuine" one or one produced by manipulating the
CLSY signal, for example in CLSY-A, the phase monitoring logic circuits will observe a
phase error of the clock signal A and the clock signal B in relation to each other and of the
clock signals C and A in relation to each, but not of the clock signals B and C in relation to
each other. By means of decoding the information from the phase monitoring logical circuits
in a combinatorial way a conclusion can be made in regard of the plane that has a phase
error, in the case where a plane would have one.

When and if a plane, that is selected by a clock selector 3, has been noticed to be faulty,
a selection of another plane is to be made. Which one of the two remaining working planes
that is to be selected is defined in a state machine in the clock selector 3, see below. If the
clock signal A is selected and in the case where A becomes faulty, clock signal B is selected.
If clock signal B is selected and B stops working correctly, clock signal C is selected. If the
composite clock signal C is selected and stops working, clock signal A is selected. If a clock
signal is selected and any of the other clocks stops working, no reselection is made. In the
40 case where a considered clock signal has been selected owing to that another clock signal
stopped working and in the case where this clock signal then again starts working, the clock
selector 3 remains with the latest selected clock signal and does not return. For example, if thus clock signal A is selected and stops working correctly, clock signal B is selected. If then the clock signal A becomes correct again, the clock selector 3 still has the clock signal B.

By removing a certain number of positive transitions (= edges) from a selected CLSY signal, thus a clock selector 3 will judge that this signal is faulty and deselect this signal and instead select the clock signal that is in turn according to the state machine. The intentional sequences in the CLSY signals that trigger the error detectors and thus emulate various faults are here called reject codes.

By entering such reject codes in the CLSY signals at different positions a clock selector 3 can be made to cyclically select the different clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B and CLSY-C in a circulating serial order. By entering ID-codes in the CLSY signal to which the change is made, at predetermined positions in the CLSY signal, which comes immediately after the time when a change is to be made, the system can verify, by reading the counters for ID-codes, that all error detectors work. If anyone of the error detectors does not work, the change will not be made to the CLSY signal being the next one, so that the corresponding ID-code will not be recorded by the intended counter. On the other hand, if an error detector has broken down in such a way that it generates an alarm all the time, also then an incorrect number of ID-pulses will be counted. A diagnosis of the cause of the error can be made by a suitably designed decoding table, to which the inputs are constituted of the number of recorded ID-codes.

In addition to phase errors also frequency errors are monitored. The frequency of the three arriving CLSY signals is supervised by comparing to a locally generated chronometer rate. There is thus no relative comparison between the signals, such as is the case for the phase monitoring, but a check of the frequency of each incoming signal in relation to a chronometer rate.

In each clock selector 3 a frequency monitoring unit is provided for each arriving CLSY signal and this monitoring unit can provide a corresponding frequency alarm for each CLSY signal. The frequency monitoring is made in the following way: if the CLSY signal has a too long period, an alarm is generated. The alarm limit can be set to for example 400 nanoseconds.

In order to verify that the frequency monitoring works, a suitable number of cycles in a CLSY signal can be replaced by a constant (voltage) level, so that the criterion "time period longer than 400 nanoseconds" is fulfilled. Such a sequence emulating a frequency error is called a frequency reject code and a sequence emulating phase errors being is called a phase reject code.

The information in regard of frequency errors in the clock selector 3 is put together with the information in regard of phase errors in a combinatorial table, see Fig. 7b. An output signal from the table indicates those CLSY signals which are defective and those which are correct. This information together with the state machine for clock selection decides the clock to be selected. Output signals from the state machine are communicated to the address input terminal of the multiplexer and control in that way the clock to be chosen.
By entering, as has been described above, frequency reject codes in the CLSY signals at various positions a clock selector 3 can be made to cyclically select CLSY-A, CLSY-B and CLSY-C in a circulating serial order, where thus a change is always made at a transition to the next subsection of the selected clock signal. By arranging two identity codes in each frame, the number of encountered codes can be counted in the selected clock signal and thereby it can be checked that the error detectors work. By entering an ID-code in the CLSY signal, to which a change is made after detecting a phase error sequence, so that it can be sensed immediately after the change has been made in this case, the system can verify, by reading the counters for ID-codes, that all phase detectors work. In the case where a phase error detector does not work, a change will not be made from a selected clock signal, when an intentionally introduced phase error exists in the clock signal. This results in that the ID-code of the subsequent signal in the cyclical sequence ABCABCA... will not be recorded and counted. The corresponding condition applies to frequency errors. Normally, as an average for each frame ID-codes will be counted twice for each clock signal CLSY-A, CLSY-B, CLSY-C.

The frequency reject pulse is about 500 nanoseconds long. The phase reject pulse is about 700 nanoseconds long. The frequency reject pulses do not trigger the phase detectors but the phase reject pulses trigger the frequency detectors. In order that it should be meaningful to read the ID-codes after a phase reject pulse it must be guaranteed that the phase detectors and not the frequency detectors have caused the change of clock.

The method therefor is to arrange that a clock change caused by the phase detectors is made much more rapidly ( = earlier) than a change caused by the frequency detectors, and that the ID-code associated with the phase reject pulse or phase reject code is placed directly after the time of the phase reject pulse. The ID-code is provided in that CLSY signal to which the change is made, what appears from Fig. 2, see those sections which are denoted by figures 8, 9 and 10 within squares.

If a phase reject pulse is entered in CLSY-A, the clock selector 3 will, as soon as the phase detectors therein have detected the (artificial) phase error, select clock signal B. If now clock signal B has been chosen and an ID-B exists in CLSY-B, then ID-B will be visible on the output terminal of the multiplexer in the clock selector and there it can be counted.

If a phase reject pulse is entered in CLSY-A, but the phase detectors are faulty, the frequency detectors in the clock selector 3 will cause, but not until after a delay time, a change of clock from clock signal A to clock signal B. Now if clock signal B has been selected and an ID-B exists in CLSY-B, though this ID-B is placed immediately in time after the phase reject pulse, ID-B will not be visible on the output terminal of the multiplexer, since the change to CLSY-B is delayed owing to that it has been caused by the frequency detectors. Suitable delays can be chosen based on the detailed wave form diagrams of Fig. 3, see in particular the diagrams at the squares containing 1 and 8. A selection of clock signal is made at the border between subsections, for example at a time corresponding to one or two pulses from such a border. This means that the selection is made almost immediately after a phase error P by considering the clock signals which have been without errors during
the most proximate time period, in particular within the considered subsection. If the delay mentioned above when detecting a frequency error is at least, say 4 to 5 periods of the clock rate, an intentionally introduced phase error, that has only been detected by frequency detectors, will not be included in the selection of a new clock signal at the subsection border but a consideration thereof is not made until at the next border.

In this way it is thus possible to make a maintenance test of the phase detectors only, by means of the phase reject pulses, without having the test damaged by interference of the frequency detectors, and it is also possible to make a maintenance test of the frequency detectors only, by means of the frequency reject pulses, without causing that the phase detectors provide alarm signals because of that reason.

In each CLSY frame one phase reject pulse and seven frequency reject pulses are arranged. It means that the clock selector runs through the sequence A-B-C eight times within one CLSY frame, i.e. that the sequence A-B-C is run through with a frequency of 64 kHz. An advantage of this rather high frequency is that if the three clock signals arriving to the clock selector are a little out of phase in relation to each other, owing to component spreads, the CLSY signal phase step modulated immediately after the clock selector will be smoothed or evened by the PLL 5 that has a relatively low limit frequency. The PLL 5 reduces the phase jitter that is introduced by the maintenance tests comprising the associated clock selector 3 changes all the time the selected clock signal with such a high frequency.

The clock system also allows that units are connected in cascade. In the first stage I the clock signals are always generated by generators 1, see Fig. 1. In the next stage II, for each plane, a clock signal is selected by means of clock selectors 3 among the clock signals generated by the sources 1 and therefrom is produced or extracted, respectively, the high frequency clock signal or system bit clock and the synch signal by means of PLLs 5. These two retrieved simple clock signals are delivered to clock regenerators 6 that can be located in this stage II, or possibly in the next following stage III. In these regenerators 6 again composite clock signals are formed by introducing synch patterns, identity codes, frequency and phase reject sequences. These new clock signals are then communicated to clock selectors in the next stage III, etc. An advantage that is valuable particularly in cascading several clock systems is that in each plane in each stage an average formation of the phase positions of the clock signals is made from the planes in the previous stage by means of the clock selector 3 and the PLL 5, i.e. that in each plane in a stage an average formation is made of the clock signals from the same three planes in a previous stage, resulting in that possible phase differences for the clock signals of the planes in the previous stage are evened out or smoothed.

The construction of a clock selector 3 is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 4. The central portion thereof is a clock selector controller unit 7 that mainly performs logical choices based on different signals from detectors and comprises a multiplexer. The different composite clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B and CLSY-C arrive to a clock selector unit 3. Such an arriving signal is communicated to a detector 9 that makes a determination whether the high frequency of the base band signal is correct in the arriving composite clock signal.
Further, the detector 9 extracts identity codes which exist in the arriving signal and provides pulses at each time when such an identity code is encountered. Further, also such a detector 9 provides an output pulse at each time that a sequence S of pulses in the input signal which indicates the synchronization, is found.

5 Further, in a clock selector unit 3 a phase detector 11 is provided that determines both whether the phase of the pulses having the higher frequency, the base band frequency, agrees with each other in the different signals and whether the phase of the synch patterns agrees and that provides signals when agreement is not detected. The clock selector 3 comprises also a monitor control 12 that comprises suitable program routines or corresponding devices, for example state machines, and also counters 13 for different detected pulse sequences in the arriving composite clock signals and counters 14 for encountered identity codes in the selected composite clock signal. Various circuits in the clock selector 3 also use local clock signals, in particular a clock signal having a frequency of 184 MHz, as illustrated by the clock circuit 10.

15 The structure of the combined detector 9 for synch pattern, frequency error and ID-codes is illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 5a. Its main portion is a detector 15 that provides a pulse having a standardized length each time that an identity sequence is encountered or detected in the arriving signal, a similar pulse each time that a synchronizing pulse sequence is detected and further an error signal in the shape of a similar pulse, in the case where the arriving signal has a constant level during a sufficiently long time period. The detector 15 is thus to detect those signal sections i the CLSY-A signal, which in Figs. 2 and 3 are designated S and ID-A, ID-B, ID-C, respectively. Further, the detector 15 also always provides a signal when the signal sections designated F and P are encountered, since as appears from Fig. 3, during these signal sections the composite clock signal is constant during periods following after each other by the omission of pulses and by the fact that the constant time length during which the state of constant voltage exists, is larger than a threshold value which here is chosen to correspond to five halfperiods of the base band frequency of the arriving composite clock signals. The detector 15 contains a shift register 17, to the input terminal of which one of the composite clock signals is communicated. The clocked shifting in the shift register is produced by means of a locally generated clock signal of 30 MHz (strictly 30.72 MHz). The different positions in the shift register 17 are connected to a decoder 19 which delivers the desired signals on its output terminals.

The combined detector 9 also comprises a detector 21 for an accurate detection of the synchronization patterns in the arriving composite clock signal, compare also the wave form diagrams in Figs. 5b - 5e. Exactly that pulse in the arriving signal, see Fig. 5b, that comes after a detected synch pattern, is forwarded from this detector. For achieving this, first the pulse provided by the detector 15 when it detects a synch pattern is utilized and this pulse has a resolution of 30 MHz, see Fig. 5c. This short pulse is led to a pulse shaping circuit 23 that also has a suitably adapted delay. The signal provided from the pulse shaping circuit 23 will then get an appropriate length and a time position so that it always covers the pulse following immediately afterwards in the base band signal of 5 MHz in the arriving composite
clock signal, see Fig. 5d. Then this longer signal is fed to an AND-gate 24, to the other input of which the composite clock signal CLSY-A is communicated and the an output pulse is obtained from the AND-gate as illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 5e.

Further, in the combined detector 9 a detector 25 is provided for determining whether the frequency of the synchronization pattern is too high or equivalently whether the time period between two synchronization patterns is too short. For this comparison a local clock source is used having for example a frequency of 120 kHz. A signal is provided from the detector 25 in the case where the frequency of the synchronization pattern is decided to be too high and this signal is delivered to an OR-gate 26. On the output terminal of the OR-gate 26 a signal is provided indicating that some sort of frequency error has been detected.

The signal generated in the main detector 15 for indicating that the arriving signal has been detected to be constant during a time period is communicated to a delay circuit 28, the function of which has been described above. The delayed error signal is also forwarded to an input of the OR-gate 26.

The composite signal arriving to the combined detector 9 is also communicated to a detector 31 that provides a pulse each time that a positive edge or a positive transition exists in the arriving composite clock signal. This is achieved by sampling the arriving CLSY signal by means of a high frequency of 184 MHz that is derived from a local clock source. The rising transitions detected in the sampling are converted to pulses that are used in the following detector 33. It evaluates the frequency of the incoming pulses and provides a signal in the case where the determined frequency is too high. The provided signal is also communicated to the OR-gate 26.

In Fig. 6a the construction of the phase detector 11 is illustrated. Thereto arrive both the composite clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B, CLSY-C and the individual pulse that has been isolated from the corresponding composite clock signals and comes immediately after the synchronization section in the signal, as has been described above, here denoted synchp. A, synchp. B and synchp. C, respectively. Each one of these signals is delivered to differentiating circuits 27 and 29, respectively. These differentiating circuits are each one built of a shift register 31', see Fig. 6b, which is clocked by means of the internal, locally generated frequency of 184 MHz, in the same way as has been mentioned for some units above. The shift register 31' has a size of 10 bits. The ninth and tenth positions in the shift register 31' is connected to inverting inputs of two AND-gates 33' and 35, respectively, so that on the output terminals of these gates output pulses are obtained that have different lengths. In Fig. 6c the incoming signal is illustrated as a wave form as a function of time. It continues to a high logical level at a definite time. The output signal from the first AND-gate 33' is illustrated in the corresponding way in Fig. 6d and comprises a pulse, called the short pulse or diff_short, that has a length of eight to nine periods UI (unity intervals) of the local frequency of 184 MHz (strictly 184.32 MHz). The output signal from the other AND-gate 35 is illustrated in the corresponding way in Fig. 6e and comprises a longer pulse, called the long pulse or diff_long, that has a length of nine to ten such periods. The uncertainty of the lengths is illustrated by the shaded fields at 36 and depends on the discrete nature of the local
pulse signal having the frequency 184 MHz and its phase position in relation to the input signal in Fig. 6c. However, the long pulse is always exactly one period length longer than the short pulse. The start of the obtained pulses will be accurately determined by the arriving signal, the end, the decreasing edge, is related to the corresponding transitions in the locally generated clock signal having the frequency of 184 MHz.

From the differentiating units 27 for the clock signals only the long differentiation pulse is delivered and these pulses from two differentiation units are fed in pairs to a coincidence detector 37. Three identical such coincidence detectors 37 are then arranged. A coincidence detector 37 consists of, see Fig. 6f, an AND-gate 43 and suitable pulse shaping and pulse delaying circuits 45 connected to the output thereof. When the two input signals In1 and In2 have pulses that overlap, from the detector 37 an output pulse is obtained that has always the length 7 UI as taken in relation to the locally generated clock signal of the high frequency of 184 MHz and that always has a definite phase position in relation thereto. Further, always the time interval between the start of the output pulse and the start of the first arriving pulse comprises a definite number of whole periods (of length UI) of the locally generated clock signal of 184 MHz and in addition thereto possibly a shorter time interval that is shorter than such a period.

Wave forms for the processing of the long pulses from differentiation units 27 in a coincidence detector 37 are illustrated in Figs. 6g - 6i. Here first is illustrated at the top of Fig. 6g - 6i, as a function of time, the locally generated pulse signal of 184 MHz. Thereunder the two arriving signal In1 and In2 are shown the coincidence of which is to be determined. Thereunder is shown the output signal from the AND-gate. At the bottom the wave form of the finally provided signal Out is illustrated. In Fig. 6g the pulses of the input signals have a rather large overlap, more than 6 UI, the overlap in Fig. 6h only being a fraction of 1 UI. In Fig. 6i no overlap exists at all between the input pulses and then naturally no output pulse is obtained.

The same type of coincidence detectors are arranged for the signals as taken in pairs in regard of the differentiated synchronization pulses, both coincidence detectors 39 for the short pulses and coincidence detectors 41 for the long generated pulses.

The signals from the coincidence detectors 37, 39, 41, the pulses of which have a length of seven periods of the locally generated clock signal of 184 MHz, are communicated to monitoring circuits or detectors 51, 53 and 55 respectively, that provide a signal in the case where the arriving pulses have a too great time interval therebetween. These time intervals are, for the base frequency of the composite clock signal, set to 650 nanoseconds but for the synchronization signal the threshold value is 140 microseconds to be compared to the intended period thereof comprising 125 microseconds.

The threshold value of 650 nanoseconds for the base frequency in the composite clock signal is set so that a frequency reject sequence that has a length of five halfcycles in the signal of 5.12 MHz is not detected as a phase error but a phase reject sequence comprising seven halfcycles of the base band frequency of 5.12 MHz in the arriving clock signal triggers a phase alarm and a signal is delivered from the detector 51. Five halfcycles of the base band
frequency 5.12 MHz correspond to a time length of 480 nanoseconds and seven halfcycles correspond to 683 nanoseconds.

Coincidence of the synchronization signals is detected in the interval monitoring circuits 53 and 55, respectively, for the two differentiation pulses having different lengths. From these monitoring circuits 53 and 55 respectively output pulses are provided in the case where the interval between two of these pulses exceeds 140 microseconds.

The construction of an interval monitoring circuit 51, 53, 55 can be as is illustrated in Fig. 6j. A counter 52 is clocked by a locally generated clock signal of for example 184 MHz. The contents of the counter 52 are compared to a threshold value by means of a combinatorial network 54. It provides the output signal of the circuit when the threshold value is achieved and then also the incrementing of the counter 52 is stopped. It is reset and started when being supplied with a signal from a coincidence detector.

The output pulses from each pair of detector circuits 53, 55, that are connected to receive the same pair of incoming signals (synchp. A, synchp. B, synchp. C) are delivered to a hysteresis circuit 57 that ensures that a phase error signal of the synch pattern is not generated too often when the phase error is within the magnitude of the threshold value, what otherwise would give unnecessarily frequent phase error signals. This depends on the fact that the phase of the locally generated clock signal of 184 MHz naturally has no fixed phase relation to the phase of the two incoming clock signals, for which a possible phase error is to be detected. As can be determined from wave form diagrams according to Figs. 6g and 6h short pulses having lengths of 8 - 9 UI from the differentiation circuits can in the worst case give output signals that indicate coincidence in the case where the starts of the pulses are separated by a little less than 9 UI and an output signal that indicates a lack of coincidence, i.e. no output pulse and thus a phase error, in the case where the leading edges of the short pulses are separated by somewhat more than 8 UI. The corresponding condition applies to the long pulses having lengths of 9 - 10 UI, where all time periods are increased by 1 UI.

Assume for example that CLSY-A and CLSY-B have a phase difference between each other comprising 1 UI and that CLSY-C has a phase difference of 8.5 UI in relation to CLSY-A and 9.5 UI in relation to CLSY-B. In this case CLSY-C can be interpreted both as in phase or out of phase compared to the two other clock signals. First, if CLSY-C is determined to be in phase, the clock selector will change cyclically between all the three clock signals, what all the time gives a certain average phase in the selected delivered clock signal as an input signal of the PLL 5. After some time period, when the PLL has changed its output phase in relation to the locally generated clock signal of 184 MHz, CLSY-C will however be determined to be out of phase in relation to the other two clock signals. Then the clock selector will instead select alternatingly CLSY-A and CLSY-B providing another value of the average phase to the PLL 5 which then will start oscillating towards the new average phase value in the delivered clock signal. After a further time period CLSY-C will again be judged to be in phase with the two other clock signals. This results in jitter that can be removed by generating both long and short pulses, the length difference always being 1 UI, and by providing the hysteresis function.
A state diagram of a hysteresis circuit is shown in Fig. 6k. It contains two states, a first state 58, which state the machine normally takes when the considered signals are in phase with each other, and a second state 58’ which is taken when signals have a phase error. In the second state 58’ an alarm signal is provided from the circuit. The state machine passes from the first state to the second state only when it receives a pulse that originally is derived from long pulses, generated by differentiation circuits 29, which pulses have later been processed by a coincidence circuit and an interval monitoring circuit. Then also naturally always pulses are received simultaneously which originate from short pulses. In the same way the state machine passes from the second state to the first state only when it receives pulses that originally come from short pulses, generated by the differentiation circuits 29.

In Fig. 6l a diagram is shown illustrating the hysteresis function. On the abscissa axis the phase difference of the clock signals is plotted in the unit UI (= unit interval of the local clock signal) and on the ordinate axis the two states 58, 58’ of the state machine. Thus, when the phase difference has become a little greater than 9 - 10 UI, where the uncertainty depends on quantization owing to the local clock signal, a transition is made to the second state, a transition therefrom only being possible when the phase difference has become a little less than 8 - 9 UI.

The signal from the hysteresis circuit 57 is delivered to a hold circuit 59, which holds, when it receives a pulse from the hysteresis circuit 57, that indicates a too long period or time interval between coincidence pulses, this pulse during a time period of 4 seconds and thus on its output terminal provides a pulse having a length of at least 4 seconds. This is illustrated by the wave form diagram of Figs. 6n - 6o, where in Fig. 6n a pulse is shown arriving to the hold circuit 59 and in Fig. 6o that pulse is illustrated that is provided by the hold circuit and has a guaranteed length of 4 seconds.

Finally, the error signal from the hold circuit 59 is provided to an OR-circuit 61, to the other input terminal of which that signal is fed that indicates whether a too long period exists in the base frequency of the composite arriving signal. The signals from the OR-circuits 61 are then supplied to the clock selector control circuit 7.

The circuits for determining phase errors of the synch patterns in two composite clock signals CLSY-A and CLSY-B in relation to each other are illustrated in Fig. 6m. These clock signals are fed to an individual decoder 601 for each clock signal that corresponds to circuits in the block 15 above. Therefrom the retrieved synch pulse is provided and from each decoder 601 it is delivered both to a differentiation circuit 603 for short pulses and to a differentiation circuit 605 for long pulses. The differentiation circuits correspond to the differentiation circuit 29 above and they are clocked by the same clock signal having a high frequency from a local oscillator 607. They thus supply differentiation pulses, the lengths of which always have a difference of one period of the locally generated clock signal. The pulses from the differentiation circuits 603 for short pulses are delivered to a first coincidence detector in the shape of an AND-gate 605 that corresponds to the detector 39 described above. In the corresponding way the pulses from the differentiation circuits 605 for long pulses are fed to a second coincidence detector, an AND-gate 611 corresponding to the
detector 41, see Fig. 6a. The signals from the AND-gates 609 and 611 are fed to time interval monitoring units 613 and 615, respectively, which correspond to the monitoring circuits 53 and 55 as described above. Finally, the signals from the monitoring units 613 and 615 are supplied to a hysteresis unit 617, which corresponds to the previously described hysteresis machine 57, and therefrom the signal is supplied to a hold circuit 619 that corresponds to the circuit 59 according to the above and delivers a pulse which is held or maintained 4 seconds as soon as it receives a pulse having a high logical level on its input terminal. This pulse is also the output signal from the whole circuit and indicates that a phase error exists of the synch patterns of the supplied signals CLSY-A and CLSY-B in relation to each other.

It can be observed that a detector structure according to the above for providing a signal in the case where there exists a too large phase difference will also output a permanent error signal when a small frequency error exists in the synch patterns in the arriving signals in relation to each other. Thus, if a small frequency difference exists in the arriving error signals, for example of the magnitude of order of 1 ppm or less, it will become apparent in the shape of the fact that the phase between the two synch signals varies and at some times is smaller than the threshold limit for detection of phase errors and at times is greater than the threshold limit, i.e. a signal indicating a phase error will be generated periodically. By introducing the hold circuit 619 and 59, respectively, frequency errors that generate such periodically repeated phase error signals will be detected as a constant phase error in the case where the period during which no error signal is generated is less than the hold time in the circuits 617 and 619, respectively. For the frequencies and times as indicated above it would correspond to the case that frequency errors larger than about 0.01 ppm are detected.

The clock selector control 7 is shown in Fig. 7a. The composite clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B and CLSY-C are fed to a multiplexer 63. The frequency error signals of the composite signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B and CLSY-C are fed to a combinatorial network 67, which also receives the corresponding phase error signals of the composite clock signals. The combinatorial network 67 provides signals on its output terminal indicating that only the clock signal A or B or C is available, that only both A and B are available, that only both B and C are available, that only both C and A are available and finally that all three signals A and B and C are available. The truth table of the combinatorial network is shown in Fig. 7b.

The availability signals are fed to a state machine 69 controlling the multiplexer 63 according to a programmed control scheme. This control scheme is illustrated by the state diagram of Fig. 7c. Three states 71, 73 and 75 are provided, one for each one of the three composite clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B, CLSY-C, in which exactly this clock signal is the selected signal, that signal which is to be provided from all of the clock selector 3 and in particular from the clock selector control 7. The machine passes from the state 71, CLSY-A selected, to the state 73, CLSY-B selected, in the case where some of the signals "only CLSY-B available" or "only CLSY-B and CLSY-C available" exist. The machine passes from the state 71, CLSY-A selected, to the state 75, CLSY-C selected, in the case where the signal "only CLSY-C available" exists. The machine passes from the state 73, CLSY-B
selected, to the state 75, CLSY-C selected, in the case where some of the signals "only CLSY-C available" or "only CLSY-C and CLSY-A available" exist. The machine passes from the state 73, CLSY-B selected, to the state 71, CLSY-A selected, in the case where the signal "only CLSY-A available" exists. The machine passes from the state 75, CLSY-C selected, to the state 71, CLSY-A selected, in the case where some of the signals "only CLSY-A available" or "only CLSY-A and CLSY-B available" exist. The machine passes from the state 75, CLSY-C selected, to the state 73, CLSY-B selected, in the case where the signal "only CLSY-B available" exists.

The composite clock signal selected by the multiplexer 63 is then supplied to the corresponding phase-locked loop circuit for retrieving system bit clock and synch rate, which are then distributed for use in the respective plane, and also to a regenerator 6, see Fig. 1, in the case where further cascaded units are provided. From the selected clock signal, in a detector circuit 77, also possible encountered ID-codes and synch patterns are extracted for supplying count pulses each time that they are encountered for incrementing the count registers 14 and 67, respectively, see Fig. 4, in order to be processed by the monitoring unit 12.

Alternatively, count pulses corresponding to the ID-code that is valid for the clock signal selected at the considered time, could be supplied directly by the state machine 69, as is indicated by dotted lines, and also a count pulse corresponding to the arriving synchronization pulse for updating the counters.

In Fig. 8 a schematic picture of a plane in a subsystem is illustrated that schematically shows several of the components discussed above. The composite clock signals CLSY-A, CLSY-B and CLSY-C thus arrive to the multiplexer or switch 63, which is controlled by signals from the state machine 69 and normally all the time provides as an output signal, i.e. a selected signal, a clock signal that changes between the arriving clock signals at approximately regularly repeated times, in a cyclic schematic such as ... CLSY-A → CLSY-B → CLSY-C → CLSY-A → CLSY-B → CLSY-C → ....

The state machine 69 is here illustrated as incorporated in a control unit 70, which in addition to the state machine includes the combinatorial network 67. The control unit 70 receives as input signals the alarm signals, which thus are related to frequency error in clock signal A, frequency error in B, frequency error in C, phase error in A, phase error in B, phase error in C, both from the synch pattern, frequency error and ID-detectors 9 and from the phase error detectors 11. The combined detectors 9 first mentioned are here illustrated as divided into blocks 9', 9", where the former ones supply the frequency error signals and the latter ones deliver a signal for detected, preselected ID-code, for incrementing the registers 13 for the number of received ID-pulses. The input signals to the control unit 70 determine transitions between different states in the state machine 69 through the combinatorial network 67. Also in the composite signal selected by the switch 63 the ID-pulses are determined by means of the synch pattern and ID-detector 77 for incrementing the registers 14. This detector also supplies a signal for incrementing the register 67 containing a stored value that indicates the number of received or detected synch patterns. The selected clock signal is also
delivered to the phase-locked loop circuit PLL 5 for retrieving a system bit clock and synch pulses.

Here also a control and monitoring unit 79 is illustrated in the shape of a processor that is controlled by a program stored in memory means 81. The control and monitoring unit 79 monitors, at periodically repeated occasions, the values which at these instances are stored in the different registers 13, 14, 67, in order to determine whether these values are as they can be expected to be and to deliver an alarm signal to some superior unit or operator in the case where the values are not the expected ones.
CLAIMS

1. A method of supplying a clock signal to devices or processes in subsystems in an electronic system comprising:
   - supplying or communicating the clock signal on at least three different, independent lines or channels to a subsystem,
   - producing in the subsystem a clock signal corresponding to one of the signals received on the different lines or channels, characterized by
   - performing, in the production of a clock signal in the subsystem, a selection of clock signal among the clock signals received independently and in parallel by or in at least two different selection processes working independently of each other, in particular in or by at least two different selector units working independently of each other, so that at least two clock signals are selected,
   - letting the selected, at least two clock signals, pass to devices or processes in the subsystem, through switches in the subsystem, and
   - controlling the switches by the at least two selection processes, so that when required or desired a change to a new one or another of the received clock signals can be made and this new or another clock signal is instead passed to the devices or processes.

2. A method according to claim 1, characterized by evaluating, in the selection of a clock signals in a selection process in the subsystem, all the received clock signals in regard of their quality or characteristics.

3. A method according to claim 2, characterized in that the number of different, independent processes for selection of clock signals in the subsystem is equal to the number of lines or channels on which the clock signal arrives to the subsystem.

4. A method according to one of claims 1 - 3, characterized by
   - evaluating, in selecting a clock signal to be switched, the signals received on the at least three different lines or channels in regard of errors as to their frequency and/or the phase position of a signal in relation to the phase positions of the other received signals, 
   - this evaluation being made independently by or in the different processes, in particular in different selector units working independently of each other.

5. A method according to one of claims 1 - 4, characterized by
   - determining, in the evaluation for selecting a clock signal, errors in each signal received on the different lines or channels, 
   - counting the number of the errors, and
   - evaluating the number of counted errors in each such signal in order to determine whether any such signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit or process used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

6. A method according to one of claims 1 - 5, characterized by
   - generating the clock signal supplied or communicated on the at least three different, independent lines or channels to the subsystem in at least three different clock sources to produce the same number of clock signals, each generated clock signal having substantially
identical or the same timing information and each generated clock signal being supplied or communicated on a different one of the independent lines or channels,
- entering, in the generation of each of the clock signals, intentional errors in the respective clock signal,
- detecting, in the selection processes in the subsystem, the intentional errors, for deselection of a clock signal having such a detected error and selecting, after the detection of an error in a clock signal selected in a considered selection process, another received clock signal, and
- the errors in the clock signals being entered in such a way that the different processes for selection of a clock signal in the subsystem will all the time, cyclically and/or in a way that is regular or periodic in time, change to a new selected signal in the case where there are at least two signals among which to select.

7. A method according to one of claims 1 - 6, characterized by
- generating the clock signal supplied or communicated on at least three different, independent lines or channels to the subsystem in such a way that intentional errors are entered in the clock signal,
- detecting in the selection processes in the subsystem the intentional errors in each clock signal received on one of the different lines or channels,
- counting the number of errors in each received clock signal, and
- evaluating the number of counted errors in each received clock signal for determining whether some received clock signal is faulty and/or whether some process or circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.

8. A method according to one of claims 1 - 7, characterized by
- generating the clock signal supplied or communicated on at least three different, independent lines or channels to the subsystem in such a way that intentional errors are entered in the clock signal,
- detecting in the selection processes in the subsystem the intentional errors in each clock signal received on one of the different lines or channels,
- evaluating the detected errors in each received clock signal for determining whether some received clock signal is faulty and/or whether some process or circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.

9. A method according to one of claims 1 - 8, characterized by
- generating the clock signal supplied or communicated on the at least three different, independent lines or channels to the subsystem in at least three different clock sources to produce the same number of clock signals, each generated clock signal having substantially identical or the same timing information and each generated clock signal being supplied or communicated on a different one of the independent lines or channels,
- entering, in the generation of each of the clock signals, intentional frequency and phase errors in each of the clock signals, and
- detecting, in the selection processes in the subsystem, the intentional errors and determining whether they are frequency and/or phase errors, for deselection of a clock signal having such
a detected error and selecting, after the detection of an error in a clock signal selected in a considered selection process, another received clock signal, and 
- delaying the selection of another clock signal, after detecting a frequency error in a selected clock signal, by a time period having a length, which is chosen, so that it corresponds to such a time period length that, when an intentionally entered error has been detected in a clock signal selected at the instant and the error has been determined to be a frequency error, the selection of another clock signal will not be made immediately after the determination that the error is a frequency error but directly after a determination whether the error also is a phase error.

10. A method according to one of claims 6 - 9, characterized by determining and/or evaluating the number of selections of a new selected clock signal and/or the number of changes to a new clock signal, which is passed through a switch, for determining whether some received clock signal is faulty and/or some process or circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.

11. A method according to one of claims 6 - 10, characterized by evaluating a sequence of selections of a new selected signal and/or changes to a new clock signal, which is passed through a switch, for determining whether some received clock signal is faulty and/or some process or circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.

12. A method according to claim 11, characterized by including, in the evaluation of a sequence of selections and/or changes, also the times when the selections or changes have been made.

13. A method according to one of claims 6 - 12, characterized by
- entering, in the generation of the clock signal, information therein indicating the identity of the clock signal and/or the identity of the line or channel, on which the clock signal is supplied or communicated to the subsystem,
- detecting in the subsystem, in a process for selecting a clock signal, such identity information in a selected signal,
- determining, when such information is detected in a selected clock signal, the identity with which the information is associated,
- evaluating such information for determining whether some arriving clock signal is faulty and/or some process or circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.

14. A method according to claim 13, characterized by including, in the evaluation of the information, also the times when the information is determined.

15. A method according to one of claims 13 - 14, characterized by
- counting, in evaluating the information, the number of times that different identities are determined, and
- evaluating the counted numbers for determining whether some received clock signal is faulty and/or some process or circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.
16. A method according to one of claims 13 - 15, characterized by
- generating the clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses from which timing information
can be derived, so that the pulse train substantially agrees with a pulse train chosen as a main
template, and
- generating the clock signal, for entering identity information therein, so that it agrees with
the main template pulse train except within at least one predetermined section, within which
the clock signal is generated so that it agrees with an identity template pulse train, which
corresponds to a deformed section of the main template pulse train.

17. A method according to claim 16, characterized by generating the clock signal so
that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a
determined time period and so that the predetermined section that agrees with an identity
pulse train has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

18. A method according to one of claims 13 - 15, characterized by
- generating the clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses from which timing information
can be derived, so that the pulse train substantially agrees with a pulse train chosen as a main
template, and
- generating the clock signal, for entering identity information therein, so that it agrees with
the main template pulse train except that at least one pulse having a predetermined position
in time in the main template pulse train is omitted.

19. A method according to claim 18, characterized by generating the clock signal is
generated, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain
repeated with a determined time period and so that the predetermined position where a pulse
is omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

20. A method according to one of claims 13 - 15, characterized by
- generating the clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses from which timing information
can be derived, so that the pulse train substantially agrees with a pulse train chosen as a main
template, in which each pulse comprises a first transition from a first level to a second level
and a second transition from the second level to the first level, so that the main template
pulse train comprises a sequence or train of such transitions, and
- generating the clock signal, for entering identity information therein, so that it agrees with
the main template pulse train except that at least one transition having a predetermined
position in the main template pulse train is changed, in particular so that a transition having a
predetermined position is omitted and a transition of a kind opposite to the omitted transition
and having a predetermined position is changed to the kind of the omitted transition.

21. A method according to claim 20, characterized by generating the clock signal, so
that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a
definite time period and so that the predetermined position or positions respectively of a
changed transition/changed transitions has/have a fixed time position/fixed time positions
within each period of the main template pulse train.

22. A method according to one of claims 4 - 21, characterized by
- generating the clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses from which timing information can be derived, so that the pulse train substantially agrees with a pulse train chosen as a main template, and
- generating the clock signal, for introducing or imitating a frequency error therein, so that the clock signal agrees with the main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses have been omitted, and/or
- generating the clock signal, for introducing or imitating a phase error therein, so that the clock signal agrees with the main template pulse train except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses have been omitted,
- where in the respective case the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.

23. A method according to claim 22, characterized by generating the clock signal, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position where pulses are omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

24. A method according to one of claims 1 - 24, characterized by supplying or communicating the at least two independent selected signals, each one on its own independent line or channel, to a second subsystem as included in a clock signal of the second subsystem, in which the selection of and switching clock signal is made in substantially the same way as in the first subsystem.

25. A network or installation for processing information and/or for performing processes in different stations and/or for forwarding information between stations, comprising
- circuits arranged in a first station for generating at least one clock signal,
- at least three different independent transmission lines or transmission channels from the first station to a second station for supplying or communicating the at least one clock signal in parallel and independently to the second station,
characterized by
- at least two selector units working independently of each other in the second station,
- lines arranged in the second station for communicating the signals on all the incoming independent lines or channels to each one of the at least two selector units working independently of each other,
- each selector unit being arranged to perform, independently of and in parallel to another selector unit/other selector units a selection of a clock signal among the incoming signals,
- switches in the second station for letting the selected, at least two clock signals, pass to devices or processes in the second station, in particular to be used in one of several redundant planes arranged in parallel and working independently of each other in the second station, and
- control lines from a selector unit to an associated switch for controlling the switch, so that when required or desired a change of the signal provided by the switch to a new one or another of the received clock signals can be made and this new or another clock signal is instead passed to the devices or processes.
26. A network or installation according to claim 25, characterized in that the circuits in the first station comprise at least three different clock sources that each one are arranged to generate a substantially identical clock signal or a clock signal which contains substantially the same timing information.

27. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 26, characterized in that the number of independently working selector units is equal to the number of different independent transmission lines or transmission channels.

28. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 27, characterized in that an independently working evaluation unit is associated with each independently working selector unit for evaluation of all the signals received on the independent lines or channels in regard of their quality or characteristics, in particular in regard of errors therein.

29. A network or an installation according to claim 28, characterized in that each evaluation unit is arranged to evaluate, independently of and in parallel to another evaluation unit/other evaluation units, the signals received from the independent lines or channels in regard of errors in their frequency and/or the phase position of a signal in relation to the phase position of the other received signals.

30. A network or an installation according to one of claims 28 - 29, characterized by - memory means in the second station for storing, for each clock signal, the number of encountered errors,
- evaluation means associated with the selector units for evaluating the received clock signals in regard of errors therein and arranged to determine the number of errors in each received clock signal and to store the number of counted errors in the memory means arranged therefor,
- monitoring means for monitoring the numbers stored in the memory means and for determining as guided thereby whether some clock signal is faulty and/or some circuit used in generating, transmitting, receiving and evaluating the signal is faulty.

31. A network or an installation according to one of claims 29 - 30, characterized in - that the circuits in the first station comprise at least three different clock sources for generating substantially identical clock signals, which each one is supplied on one of the independent lines or channels,
- that the clock sources in the first station are arranged to enter intentional errors in the generated clock signals, and
- that the clock sources are arranged to enter the errors in the clock signals in such a way that the selector units in the second station all the time select a new selected signal or the switches all the time change to another signal, that is provided by the switch, in particular in a periodically regular way, in the case where the selection can be made among at least two received signals.

32. A network or an installation according to claim 31, characterized in that the clock sources are arranged to enter the errors in the clock signals in such a way that the selector units cyclically and/or in a way that is regular in time change select a new selected signal or
the switches cyclically and/or in a way that is regular in time change to another signal, which is provided from the switch.

33. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 32, characterized in
- that the circuits in the first station are arranged to enter intentional errors in the clock signal when generating it,
- memory means being associated with each selector unit and each signal received on the different transmission lines or transmission channels,
- detector means being associated with each selector unit and connected to the memory means associated with the same selector unit, the detector means being arranged to detect errors in the received signals and to store the number of errors detected in each signal in the memory means, and
- evaluation means being connected to the memory means for evaluating the number of stored errors in the memory means and arranged for determining whether some received signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

34. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 32, characterized in
- that the circuits in the first station are arranged to enter intentional errors into the clock signal when generating it,
- detector means associated with each selector unit being arranged for determining errors in each signal received by the selector unit on one of the different lines or channels,
- memory means being connected to the detector means and arranged for storing information in regard of detected errors, and
- evaluation means being connected to the memory means and arranged for evaluating the information in regard of errors in each received signal for determining whether some received signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

35. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 34, characterized in
- that the circuits in the first station comprise at least three different clock sources, which each one is arranged to generate a clock signal comprising substantially identical or the same timing information, for supply or delivery on an equal number of independent lines or channels to the second station,
- that the clock sources are arranged to enter, when generating each clock signal, frequency and phase errors in it, which thus are intentionally entered, and
- an evaluating unit being associated with a selector unit in the second station for delaying, when evaluating a received signal that is selected at the instant, when detecting a frequency error in it, a selection of another selected signal or a change of the signal provided by the switch to a new signal by a time period having a length that is chosen, so that it corresponds to such a time period length that, when an intentionally entered error has been detected in a clock signal selected at the instant and the error has been determined to be a frequency error, the selection of another clock signal will not be made immediately after the determination
that the error is a frequency error but directly after a determination whether the error also is a phase error.

36. A network or an installation according to one of claims 31 - 35, characterized by
- memory means associated with each selector unit for storing the number of selections of a new selected signal or with each switch for storing the number of changes to another signal provided by the switch, and
- monitoring means connected to the memory means for monitoring the numbers stored in the memory means and for determining therefrom whether some received signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a clock signal is faulty.

37. A network or an installation according to one of claims 35 - 39, characterized by
- memory means associated with each selector unit for storing information in regard of a sequence of selections of a new selected signal and/or with each switch for storing the number of changes to another signal provided by the switch, and
- monitoring means connected to the memory means for monitoring the information stored in the memory means and for determining therefrom whether some received signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

38. A network or an installation according to claim 37, characterized in that the stored information includes information in regard of the time when the selection or change was made.

39. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 38, characterized in
- that the circuits in the first station comprise at least three different clock sources for generating substantially identical clock signals, which each one is supplied on one of the independent lines or channels,
- that the clock sources are arranged to enter into each clock signal information indicating the identity of the clock signal,
- memory means associated with each selector unit in the second station and with each signal received on the independent lines or channels,
- monitoring means connected to the memory means for
  -- monitoring the signal selected by a selector unit in regard of identity information and/or the signal provided by a switch,
  -- determining, when such information is encountered in the signal, the clock signal to which the information belongs,
  -- storing in each memory means the number of times that information pointing to the clock signal with which the memory means is associated is detected, and
  -- evaluating the stored numbers for determining whether some arriving clock signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

40. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 38, characterized in
that the circuits in the first station comprise at least three different clock sources for generating substantially identical clock signals, which each one is supplied on one of the independent lines or channels,
that the clock signals are arranged to enter in each clock signal information indicating the identity of the clock signal,
- memory means associated with each selector unit in the second station,
- monitoring means connected to the memory means for monitoring the signal selected by a selector unit and/or the signal provided by a switch associated with the selector unit in regard of identity information,
determining, when such information is detected in the selected signal, the clock signal with which the information is associated,
- storing in each memory means information in regard of the clock signal to which the information points, and
- evaluating the stored information for determining whether some arriving clock signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

41. A network or an installation according to claim 40, characterized in that the stored information comprises information in regard of the time when the identity information was detected and/or the information was stored.

42. A network or an installation according to one of claims 39 - 41, characterized in
- that the clock sources are arranged to generate each clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train chosen as a main template, and
- that the clock sources, for entering identity information in a clock signal, are arranged to generate the clock signal, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except within at least one predetermined section, within which the clock signal is generated, so that it agrees with another template pulse train, that corresponds to a deformed section of the main template pulse train.

43. A network or an installation according to claim 42, characterized in that a clock source is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that the main template pulse sequence comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined section which has a lacking agreement has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

44. A network or an installation according to one of claims 39 - 41, characterized in
- that the clock sources are arranged to generate each clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train chosen as a main template,
- that the clock sources, for entering identity information in a clock signal, are arranged to generate the clock signal, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that at least one pulse having a predetermined position in the main template pulse train has been omitted.
45. A network or an installation according to claim 44, characterized in that a clock source is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position where a pulse is omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

46. A network or an installation according to one of claims 39 - 45, characterized in
- that the clock sources are arranged to generate each clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train chosen as a main template, in which each pulse comprises a first transition from a first level to a second level and a second transition from the second level to the first level, so that the main template pulse train comprises a sequence or train of such transitions, and
- that the clock sources, for entering identity information in a clock signal, are arranged to generate the clock signal, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that at least one transition having a predetermined position in the main template pulse train is changed, in particular that a transition having a predetermined position is omitted and that a transition of a kind opposite the omitted transition and having a predetermined position is changed to the kind that the omitted transition has.

47. A network or an installation according to claim 46, characterized in that a clock source is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position or positions, respectively, have a fixed position/fixed positions in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

48. A network or an installation according to one of claims 31 - 47, characterized in
- that the clock sources are arranged to generate each clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train chosen as a main template,
- that the clock sources for imitating a frequency error are arranged to generate a clock signal, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted therein, and/or
- that the clock sources for imitating a phase error are arranged to generate a clock signal, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted therein,
- where in the respective case the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.

49. A network or an installation according to claim 48, characterized in that a clock source is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position where a pulse is omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

50. A network or an installation according to one of claims 25 - 49, characterized by
- a third station comprising selector units substantially like the second station, and
- independent transmission lines or transmission channels from the second station to the third station for supplying or communicating to the third station the at least two selected signals, independently selected by the selector units in the second station, as comprised in a clock signal received and to be used by the third station.

51. A method of supplying a clock signal to a subsystem in an electronic system, the clock signal being supplied or communicated on a predetermined number, in particular at least three, different independent lines or channels to the subsystem and the subsystem performing a selection of a signal among the signals received on the different lines or channels by at least evaluating the received signals in regard of errors therein, characterized in
- that the clock signal is generated as several clock signals from at least three different clock sources, which each one generates a substantially identical clock signal that is delivered or communicated to the subsystem on the different lines or channels,
- that intentional errors are entered into the clock signals when generating them, and
- that the errors in the clock signals are entered in such a way that the subsystem all the time changes to a new selected signal in the case where at least two signals exist from which the selection can be made.

52. A method according to claim 51, characterized in that the errors in the clock signals are entered in such a way that the subsystem also in a cyclical way and/or in a way that is regular in time changes to a new selected clock signal.

53. A network or an installation for processing information and/or for performing processes in different stations and/or for forwarding information between stations, comprising
- circuits arranged in a first station for generating clock signals which contain identical timing information,
- at least three transmission lines from the first station to a second station for supplying or communicating the clock signals in parallel and independently to the second station,
- a selector unit in the second station for selecting a clock signal among the received clock signals by evaluating the received clock signals,
- that the circuits in the first station when generating the clock signals are arranged to enter intentional errors in the clock signals, and
- that the circuits in the first station further are arranged to enter the errors in the clock signals in such a way that the selector unit in the second station all the time selects a new selected clock signal, in the case where at least two signals exist from which the selection can be made.

54. A network or an installation according to claim 53, characterized in that the circuits in the first station are arranged to enter the errors in the clock signals in such a way that the selector unit in the second station selects a new selected clock signal cyclically and/or at
times repeated in a regular way in the case where at least two signals exist among which the selection can be made.

55. A method of supplying or communicating a clock signal to a subsystem in an electronic system, the signal being supplied on a predetermined number of, in particular at least three, different independent lines or channels to the subsystem, in particular from different clock sources, which each one generates an identical clock signal, and the subsystem performing a selection of a signal among the signals received on the different lines based at least partly on an evaluation of the received signals, in particular in regard of errors therein, characterized in

- that intentional errors are entered in the clock signal when generating it,
- that the number of errors in each signal received on one of the different lines or channels is counted, and
- that the number of counted errors in each signal received is evaluated for determining whether some received signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating or selecting a signal is faulty.

56. A method according to claim 55, characterized in that the evaluation is performed by a comparison of the number of errors to comparison values, in particular at occasions that are repeated periodically.

57. A network or an installation for processing information and/or for performing processes in different stations and/or for forwarding information between stations, comprising
- circuits arranged in a first station for generating clock signals which all contain substantially the same timing information,
- at least three different independent transmission lines or transmission channels from the first station to a second station for supplying or communicating the clock signals in parallel and independently to the second station,
- evaluation circuits in the second station for evaluating the clock signals in regard of errors therein,
- clock selector circuits in the second station connected to the evaluation circuits for selecting one clock signal among the received clock signals based at least partly on results from the evaluation circuits,

characterized in
- that the circuits arranged in the first station for generating the clock signals are arranged to enter intentional errors in the clock signals when generating them,
- counter means in the second station connected to the evaluation circuits for counting and storing the number of encountered errors in each received clock signal,
- evaluation means in the second station connected to the counter means for evaluating the number of counted errors in each clock signal for determining whether some clock signal is faulty and/or whether some circuit used in generating, transferring, receiving, evaluating and selecting a clock signal is faulty.
58. A network or an installation according to claim 57, characterized in that the evaluation means comprise comparator means for comparing, in particular at occasions that are repeated periodically, the number of counted errors in each clock signal to predetermined comparison values.

59. A method for entering an identification in a clock signal comprising identical clock pulses that are repeated periodically for testing a unit for determining and evaluating errors in the clock signal, characterized in
   - that the clock signal is generated as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train selected as a main template, and
   - that for entering identity information in the clock signal, the clock signal is generated, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except within at least one predetermined section, within which the clock signal is generated, in particular so that it agrees with a corresponding but deformed section of the main template pulse train.

60. A method according to claim 59, characterized in that the clock signal is generated, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined section that has a lacking agreement has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

61. A method according to one of claims 59 - 60, characterized in that the clock signal is generated, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that at least one pulse having a predetermined position in the main template pulse train is omitted.

62. A method according to claim 61, characterized in that the clock signal is generated, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position where a pulse is omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

63. A method according to one of claims 59 - 62, characterized in
   - that in the pulse train chosen as a main template each pulse comprises a first transition from a first level to a second level and a second transition from the second level to the first level, so that the main template pulse train comprises a sequence or train of such transitions,
   - that for entering identity information in a clock signal the clock signal is generated, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that at least one transition having a predetermined position in the main template pulse train is changed, in particular that a transition having a predetermined position is omitted and that a transition of a kind opposite the omitted transition and having a predetermined position is changed to the kind that the omitted transition has.

64. A method according to claim 63, characterized in that the clock signal is generated, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position or positions, respectively, have a fixed position/fixed positions in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

65. A clock source for generating a clock signal in an electronic system, characterized in
- that it is arranged to generate each clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train chosen as a main template, and
- that it for entering identity information in the clock signal is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except within at least one predetermined section, within which the clock signal instead is generated, so that it agrees with a corresponding but deformed section of the main template pulse train.

66. A clock source according to claim 65, characterized in that it is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined section that has a lack of agreement has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

67. A determination and evaluation unit for a clock signal, characterized by means for determining whether the clock signal agrees with a predetermined main template pulse train except within at least one predetermined section, within which the clock signal agrees with a corresponding but deformed section of the main template pulse train.

68. A determination and evaluation unit according to claim 67, characterized in that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and that the predetermined section that has a lack of agreement has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

69. A determination and evaluation unit according to one of claims 67 - 68, characterized by
- memory means connected to the determination means for storing the number of times that agreement has been determined to exist, and
- evaluation means connected to the memory means for evaluating the number stored therein and for providing a signal in the case where the stored number deviates from a first predetermined number by an amount that is larger than a second predetermined value.

70. A method of entering intentional errors in a clock signal comprising identical clock pulses that are repeated periodically for testing a unit for determination and evaluation of errors in the clock signal, characterized in
- that the clock signal is generated as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, the pulse train substantially agreeing with a pulse train chosen as a main template,
- that for imitating a frequency error the clock signal is generated so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted, and/or
- that for imitating a phase error the clock signal is generated, so that it agrees with the main template pulse train except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted,
- where in the respective case the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.
71. A method according to claim 70, characterized in that the clock signal is generated so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position where a pulse is omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

72. A clock source for generating a clock signal in an electronic system, characterized in
- that it is arranged to generate each clock signal as a sequence or train of pulses, from which timing information can be derived, and
- that it for imitating a frequency error is arranged to generate a clock signal so that it agrees with a predetermined main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted therein, and/or
- that it for imitating a phase error is arranged to generate a clock signal, so that it agrees with a predetermined main template pulse train except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted therein,
- where in the respective case the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.

73. A clock source according to claim 72, characterized in that it is arranged to generate the clock signal, so that the main template pulse train comprises a fixed template pulse subtrain repeated with a definite time period and so that the predetermined position where a pulse is omitted has a fixed position in time within each period of the main template pulse train.

74. A method of evaluating a clock signal, characterized by
- determining whether the clock signal contains frequency errors by comparing the clock signal with a predetermined main template pulse train and detecting a frequency error only if the result of the comparison is that the clock signal agrees with the main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted or are not there in the clock signal, and/or
- determining whether the clock signal contains phase errors by comparing the clock signal with a predetermined main template pulse train and detecting a phase error only if the result of the comparison is that the clock signal agrees with the main template pulse train except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted or are not there in the clock signal,
- where in the respective case the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.

75. A determination and evaluating unit for a clock signal, characterized by
- means for determining whether the clock signal contains frequency errors, the means being arranged to decide whether the clock signal agrees with a predetermined main template pulse train except that a first predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted in the clock signal, and/or
- means for determining whether the clock signal contains phase errors, which are arranged to decide whether the clock signal agrees with a predetermined main template pulse train
except that a second predetermined number of successive pulses are omitted in the clock signal,
- where in the respective case the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number.

76. A method of evaluating a clock signal, characterized by
- determining frequency errors in the clock signal,
- determining phase errors in the clock signal,
- emitting signals when errors are determined, and
- delaying, when determining a frequency error, the emission of a signal indicating a frequency error by a predetermined time period, so that no signal will be issued, in the case where a phase error is determined during the predetermined time period, in which case instead a signal indicating a detected phase error is emitted.

77. A determination and evaluation unit for a clock signal, characterized by
- means for determining frequency errors in the clock signal,
- means for determining phase errors in the clock signal,
- first evaluation means connected to the means for determining frequency and phase errors and arranged to provide signals when an error is determined and further arranged to delay, when determining a frequency error, the emission of a signal indicating the encountered frequency error by a predetermined time period, so that no signal will be issued, in the case where a phase error is determined during the predetermined time period, in which case instead a signal indicating a detected phase error is issued.

78. A method of supplying or communicating a clock signal to subsystems in an electronic system, the clock signal being supplied or communicated on at least three different, independent lines or channels to a first subsystem and this subsystem selecting at least two clock signals among the signals received on the different lines or channels, characterized in that the at least two independently selected signals are supplied or communicated, each one on its own independent line or channel, to a second subsystem as included in the arriving clock signal therefor, in which second system the selection of clock signals is made in substantially the same way as in the first subsystem.

79. A network or an installation for processing information and/or for performing processes in different stations and/or for forwarding information between stations, comprising
- circuits arranged in a first station for generating at least one clock signal,
- at least three different independent transmission lines or transmission channels from the first station to a second station for supplying or communicating the at least one clock signal in parallel and independently to the second station,
- selector units in the second station for selecting at least two clock signals among the signals received on the different lines or channels, characterized by
- a third station comprising selector units substantially like the second station, and
- independent transmission lines or transmission channels from the second station to the third
station for supplying or communicating to the third station the at least two signals
independently selected by the selector units in the second station as comprised in the arriving
clock signal for the third station.

80. A method for determining whether timing pulses in two clock signals present timing
errors in relation to each other, characterized in
- that by means of a fixed pulse signal comprising pulses of a frequency that is considerably
higher than the frequency of the timing pulses in the clock signals, from each timing pulse a
first pulse is formed, that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is
determined by the start of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the first pulse will have a
length comprising a first predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a
fraction of such a period,
- that an intersection pulse is produced that is constituted of the intersection of the first pulses
from each one of the clock signals,
- that a first alarm signal indicating a time error between the clock signals is provided in the
case where the intersection pulse is not there.

81. A method for determining whether timing pulses in two clock signals present timing
errors in relation to each other, characterized in
- that by means of a fixed pulse signal having pulses of a frequency that is considerably
higher than the frequency of the timing pulses in the clock signals, from each timing pulse a
first pulse is formed, that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is
determined by the beginning of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the first pulse will
have a length constituting a first predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal
and a fraction of such a period,
- that by means of the fixed pulse signal from each timing pulse also a second pulse is
formed, that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is also determined
by the start of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the second pulse will have a length
constituting a second predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a
fraction of such a period, where the second predetermined number is larger than the first
predetermined number,
- that a first intersection pulse is produced that is constituted of the intersection of the first
pulses from each one of the clock signals,
- that a second intersection pulse is produced that is constituted of the intersection of the second
pulses from each one of the clock signals,
- that the time intervals between the appearances of the first intersection pulses are monitored
and that a first signal is provided when this time interval is larger than a threshold value,
- that the time intervals between the appearances of the second intersection pulses are
monitored and that a second signal is provided in the case where this time interval is larger
than the threshold value,
- that an alarm signal indicating a timing error between the clock signals starts to be provided
in the case where the second signal appears and that this alarm signal does not stop to be
provided until a transition of the first signal, so that this signal passes from the state of existence to non-existence.

82. A device for determining whether timing pulses in two clock signals present timing errors in relation to each other, characterized by
- a pulse generating circuit for generating a fixed pulse signal having pulses of a frequency that is considerably higher than the frequency of the timing pulses in the clock signals,
- differentiation circuits for forming from each timing pulse in the two clock signals a first pulse that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is determined by the start of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the first pulse will have a length constituting a first predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a fraction of such a period,
- an AND-gate connected to the differentiation circuits for producing an intersection pulse that is constituted of the intersection of the first pulses from each one of the two clock signals,
- alarm circuits connected to the AND-gate for providing an alarm signal indicating a time error between the clock signals, in the case where an intersection pulse is not there or is not obtained.

83. A device for determining whether timing pulses in two clock signals present timing errors in relation to each other, characterized by
- a pulse generating circuit for generating a fixed pulse signal comprising pulses of a frequency that is considerably higher than the frequency of the timing pulses in the clock signals,
- differentiation circuits for forming from each timing pulse in the two clock signals a first pulse that starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is determined by the beginning of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the first pulse will have a length constituting a first predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal and a fraction of such a period,
- that the differentiation circuits are arranged to also form from each timing pulse in the two clock signals a second pulse that also starts at the same time as the timing pulse but has an end that is also determined by the beginning of a pulse in the fixed pulse signal, so that the second pulse will have a length constituting a second predetermined number of periods of the fixed pulse signal incremented by one period and a fraction of such a period, where the second predetermined number is larger than the first predetermined number,
- a first AND-gate connected to the differentiation circuits for producing a first intersection pulse constituted of the intersection of the first pulses from each one of the two clock signals,
- a second AND-gate also connected to the differentiation circuits for producing a second intersection pulse that is constituted of the intersection of the second pulses from each of the two clock signals,
- first monitoring circuits connected to the first AND-gate for monitoring the time intervals between appearances of the first intersection pulses and for providing a first signal in the case where this time interval is larger than a threshold value,
- second monitoring circuits connected to the second AND-gate for monitoring the time intervals between appearances of the second intersection pulses and for providing a second signal in the case where this time interval is larger than the threshold value,
- alarm circuits connected to the first and second monitoring circuits and arranged to start providing an alarm signal indicating a timing error between the clock signals in the case where the second signal appears and not to stop providing this second alarm signal until at a transition of the first signal that is such that this signal passes from an existent to a non-existent state.

84. A method of producing a pulse indicating the detection of a signal sequence entered in a composite clock pulse signal, which comprises a pulse sequence or train having a base frequency, which pulse has a definite position in time in relation to the signal sequence, characterized in
- that the signal sequence is detected and then a first pulse is produced that appears after the detection and has such a position in time that a definite transition in the first pulse is always within a time interval that is shorter than a space between pulses in the clock pulse signal,
- that from the first pulse a second pulse is produced that starts after the second pulse with a predetermined delay and has a length which is shorter than one time period of the clock pulse signal, so that the second pulse appears in time at the same time as the whole length in time for a whole clock pulse of the base frequency in the clock pulse signal, and
- that the intersection is formed of the second pulse and the clock pulse signal, whereby the whole clock pulse is isolated.

85. A method according to claim 83, characterized in that the first pulse is produced by sampling the clock pulse signal by means of an auxiliary clock pulse signal having a higher frequency than the base frequency of the clock pulse signal and that the pattern of the sampled signal is evaluated by comparison to one or several predetermined patterns, where at agreement the first pulse is provided.

86. A device for producing a pulse that indicates the detection of a signal sequence entered in a composite clock pulse signal that comprises a pulse sequence or pulse train having a base frequency, the pulse having a definite position in time in relation to the signal sequence, characterized by
- a detector for signal sequence for generating a first pulse that appears after the detection of a signal sequence and has such a position in time that a definite transition in the first pulse is always within a time interval which is shorter than a space between pulses in the clock pulse signal,
- a delay and pulse shaping circuit arranged to produce from the first pulse a second pulse that starts after the second pulse with a predetermined delay and has a length that is shorter than one time period of the clock pulse signal, so that the second pulse appears in time at the
same time as the whole length of time of a whole clock pulse of the base frequency in the clock pulse signal, and
- an AND-gate for forming the intersection of the second pulse and the clock pulse signal, whereby, on an output terminal from this gate, the whole clock pulse is provided as one isolated pulse.

87. A device according to claim 86, characterized in that the detector comprises
- a source for an auxiliary clock pulse signal having a higher frequency than the base frequency of the clock pulse signal,
- a shift register to the clock input of which the auxiliary clock pulse signal is provided and
- to the shift input of which the clock pulse signal is provided, and
- a combinatorial network to which the shift positions of the shift register are connected, so that the first pulse is obtained on the output terminal of the network.

88. A method for detecting a signal sequence entered in a composite clock pulse signal that comprises a pulse sequence or train having a base frequency, characterized in
- that an auxiliary clock pulse signal having a considerably higher frequency than the base frequency of the clock pulse signal is generated independently of the clock pulse signal,
- that the clock pulse signal is sampled by the auxiliary clock pulse signal, and
- that the pattern of the sampled signal is evaluated by comparison to one or several predetermined patterns, where agreement the first pulse is provided.

89. A method according to claim 88, characterized in that the auxiliary clock pulse signal is generated with a frequency that is 4 - 10 times the base frequency of the clock pulse signal and that in particular is substantially 6 times this frequency.

90. A detector for a signal sequence entered in a composite clock pulse signal that comprises a pulse sequence or train having a base frequency, characterized by
- a source that is arranged to work independently of the clock pulse signal and to generate an auxiliary clock pulse signal having a substantially higher frequency than the base frequency of the clock pulse signal,
- a shift register to the clock input of which the auxiliary clock pulse signal is provided and
- to the shift input of which the clock pulse signal is provided, and
- a combinatorial network, to which the shift positions of the shift register are connected, so that the first pulse is obtained on the output terminal of the network.

91. A detector according to claim 90, characterized in that the source is arranged to generate an auxiliary clock pulse signal having a frequency that is 4 - 10 times the base frequency of the clock pulse signal and that in particular is substantially 6 times this frequency.
Signals "In1" and "In2" only separated 2 UI

Signals separated as much as almost 9 UI and still a coincidence pulse (Out) is generated

Signals separated as little as slightly more than 9 UI but no coincidence pulse (Out) is generated
### Fig. 7b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Error</th>
<th>Frequency Error</th>
<th>Available Signals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A B C</td>
<td>A B C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### No Phase Error

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 ABC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### One Phase Error

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Phase Error on A

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Phase Error on B

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Phase Error on C

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Phase Error Between All Signals

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A(B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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